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The Gallic Wars
By Julius Caesar. The most
famous Roman of all’s firsthand account of his wars of
conquest in Gaul (most of
present-day France, Belgium
and Switzerland) and an
account of his invasion of
Britain. Caesar’s conquest of
Gaul, completed by 51 BC,
extended Rome’s territory
to the English Channel and
the Rhine. Caesar became the
first Roman general to cross
both when he built a bridge
across the Rhine and conducted the first invasion of Britain.
Written as a third-person narrative while on campaign,
this dramatic story is a diary of momentous events which
includes the Gaulish rebellion under Vercingetorix, the
alliance with the Belgae, the battle with the Britons under
Cassivellaunus, and conflict with the German Suebi tribe.
Equally as important, Caesar also takes time to describe
Gaulish and German racial features, dress, religion, culture,
customs, and animals. He also provides a fascinating
comparison between the Gauls and Germans.
Books 1 to 7 of Commentarii de Bello Gallico were written
by Caesar, and Book 8 was written by General Aulus Hirtius
after Caesar’s death.
Paperback, 220 pages, 6” x 9”, $8.95
Hardcover $25.96

The Origin and Deeds of the
Goths
By Jordanes. Translated by
Charles C. Mierow. De origine
actibusque
Getarum,
or
the Getica, is a summary of the
now lost account by Cassiodorus
of the origin and history of the
Gothic people. It tells of the
great battles between the Goths
and Romans, of the First Great
Race War against Europe waged
by the Huns under Attila, the
Gothic involvement in the great
sacking of Rome—and much,
much more. Jordanes’ work is the single most important
source on the origin and migration of the Goths, Ostrogoths
and Visigoths. Starting with a fictionalized account of Gothic
origins and travels, the Getica deals with the very real story
of the first meeting between Roman and Gothic forces on
the eastern borders of the Empire in the present-day north
Balkans. It tells of the initial clashes between Roman and
Goth, and of how they were eventually forced to become
allies against the invasion of Europe by the Asiatic hordes
under Attila the Hun. It also includes the stories of the
Ostrogoths, the Visigoths, Gaul, Spain, the last Gothic
rulers of the Western Roman Empire, their part in the fall of
Rome and their role in the Eastern Roman Empire.
Paperback, 132 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover, $21.27

The
Fifteen
Decisive
Battles of The World: From
Marathon To Waterloo
By Sir Edward Creasy, M.A. One
of the greatest classics of military
history ever written, produced
by a famous English historian.
The author selected fifteen
battles which he considered as
history-changing. Each chapter
provides a detailed account
of the preceding events, a
blow-by-blow account of the
battle itself, and its immediate
consequences for European
and world history. Although the author was a devoted
English nationalist, he recognized the role which the United
States of America would play in world events, and listed
the Battle of Saratoga (AD 1777, the turning point in the
American Revolution in favor of the rebels) as one of the
fifteen great battles. Ironically, as the author points out, the
American forces at Saratoga were led by a retired British
army officer who had only moved to the Americas from
England some seven years before that battle.
This brand new edition contains the complete text, and
has been completely reformatted and updated with 50
illustrations and maps.
Paperback, 396 pages, 6” x 9”, $12.95
Hardcover $26.20

Viking Tales
By Jennie Hall, illustrated by
Victor R. Lambdin. A sparkling
account of Viking adventures,
culture, and religious beliefs,
which is focused around the
story of Harald Fairhair, first
king of Norway (c. 850–c.
932), but also draws upon the
Sagas and other sources to
produce a highly satisfying—
and
entertaining—view
of
Viking life. The first section tells
of Harald’s wild youth and the
power struggle which led to the
unification of Norway and his ascension to the throne—an
event which sparked off a renewed wave of Viking invasions
as dissidents left Norway to create new settlements in
France, Greenland, Iceland, and elsewhere. The second
section tells the fascinating stories of Eric the Red and
Leif Ericsson, and their adventures in “Wineland” in North
America. Along the way, the narration reveals many details
of Viking culture, religion, and lifestyles, including their
approach to war, peace, women, societal organization, life
after death, and much more. Finally, it ends with a Norse
pronunciation guide and suggestions for deeper reading.
This is a perfect introduction to the age of Vikings, their
adventures and beliefs, and is suitable for all ages.
Paperback, 118 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover $18.27

William the Conqueror
By Jacob Abbott. American master storyteller Jacob
Abbott’s classic work on William the Conqueror tells the
dramatic story of the Norman nobleman who conducted
one of the most audacious invasions in European history
and thereby wrote his name into the annals of immorality.
Starting with the origins of the Norman people, this
work explores—in typical easy-to-read Abbot style—the
background and development of William’s home, and of
his reign in Normandy. Also included are the stories of
Matilda, Emma, and his son Robert’s rebellion. The story
then moves on to political developments in England, and
how William became, along with two others, a claimant to
the English throne. Determined to seize the kingdom of
England for himself, William raised an army of mercenaries
on the Continent, equipped
an invasion fleet, and sailed
across the English Channel in
1066. His subsequent victory
at the Battle of Hastings, his
seizure and consolidation of
power as William I of England,
and the writing of the famous
Domesday Book, all form
part of this enthralling story of
European history.
Paperback, 140 pages,
6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover, $19.75

Through Europe & Egypt with Napoleon
By H. E. Marshall. Perhaps France’s most famous modern
historical figure, Napoleon Bonaparte’s legacy still reaches
over Europe today in legal codes and even many national
boundaries. Master storyteller H. E. Marshall takes the
reader on an enthralling account of this dynamic military
genius’s career, starting with his birth in Corsica to an
Italian noble family, his rapid ascent in the French military,
his first campaigns in support of the ideals of the French
Revolution, his ascent to the First Consulship of France,
his great military victories against the Old States of Europe,
and the perversion of his erstwhile revolutionary ideals
with his self-proclaimed ascension to the title of Emperor.
From there the story continues, revealing many hidden
but fascinating details of Napoleon’s life—for example, his
personal interactions with his
troops which earned him the
undying loyalty of millions, and
of how Beethoven dedicated a
symphony to him. Napoleon’s
astonishing list of campaigns—
in Italy, Egypt, Spain, Portugal,
Austria,
Prussia,
Poland
and finally Russia—and all
his victories and defeats
are examined in a gripping
narrative.
Paperback, 176 pages, 6” x 9”,
$8.95
Hardcover $18.95

The Story of the Cid for
Young People
By Calvin Dill Wilson. The
story of Spain’s national hero,
Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar (1043–
1099) who helped liberate
his nation from the Muslims,
is retold in vivid detail in this
superb work originally designed
for younger readers—but easily
readable for adults as well. It
tells the inspiring story of the
Castilian nobleman given the
name “El Cid” (the Lord) by
the Moors and “El Campeador”
(the Champion) by the Europeans and his decades-long
war against the Islamic invaders of the Iberian Peninsula.
Caught in the intrigue of the Middle Ages, El Cid was forced
to wage war against Christian armies as well, but his real foe
remained the ultimate enemy, as is so brilliantly explained in
this work. His seizure of Valencia in 1094 established El Cid
as a ruler in his own right, while his final years were spent in
fighting the Almoravid Berbers.
This is the real story of El Cid, divorced from the Hollywood
myth, which serves as an immortal reminder of the price
paid by medieval Europeans to resist the Islamic attempt to
invade Europe.
Paperback, 172 pages, 6” x 9”, $8.95
Hardcover $18.95

The Story of Robert the
Bruce
By Jeanie Lang. A classic work
originally directed at younger
readers dealing with the life and
achievements of King Robert
I of Scotland (1274–1329),
popularly known as Robert
the Bruce. One of the most
famous Scottish warriors of
all time, his unfailing efforts to
achieve Scottish independence
were eventually
rewarded
with success, and he became
king in 1309 and reigned
until his death. This tale, drawn upon original chronicler
sources, reveals much of Robert’s background, his travels,
adventures—and the many incredible characters on both
English and Scottish sides during their wars. From Bruce’s
famous “never give up” lesson from a spider, the fighting
bishop, numerous bloody battles, and through to his tragic
death due to leprosy, this fascinating work details all the
major events in the life of Scotland’s national hero.
In the words of the author: “It is to Robert the Bruce that we
who live north of the Tweed owe our freedom. More than
that we owe to him.”
This version has been completely reset and hand-edited
and contains the original illustrations by F. M. B. Blaikie.
Paperback, 82 pages, 6” x 9”, $6.95
Hardcover, $17.95

The Story of Russia
By R. Van Bergen. Written just after the end of the RussoJapanese war of 1904, this masterful history of Russia from
its earliest times captures the spirit and essence of the
creation of Tsarist Russia. Written by a visiting American
scholar, this book is unique in that it spelled out precisely the
racial reasons for much of Russia’s turmoil, from the brutal
invasion by the Huns to the centuries’ long occupation by
the Khanate in the south. Starting with the earliest known
historical inhabitants—the Scythians—this work moves
through each phase of Russian history, encompassing
the arrival of the Indo-European Slavs, the Viking Rus, the
creation of the great capital cities of Kiev and Moscow,
the emergence of the Tsars—and the terrible effects of
the Asiatic invasions. The author correctly predicts the
downfall of the Tsarist system,
and concludes: “No one knows
what the morrow will bring,
either to us or to the Slav. Yet it
seems absurd to suppose that
educated Russians will remain
quiescent while the great empire
continues on its downward
course. Mediævalism has come
into contact with the spirit of
the twentieth century. It seems
as if the dawn of a new era for
Russia is at hand.”
Paperback, 194 pages, 6” x 9”,
$8.95 Hardcover, $19.57

The Story of Lord Clive
By John Lang. More than anyone else, the English-born
Lord Clive of India was responsible for the colonization,
ordering, and remaking of the British Empire in India—and
for laying the foundation of much of present-day India’s
internal political organization. Appointed as a lowly writer
in service of the English East India Company, his chance
involvement in a battle during the 1746 First Carnatic
War between France and Britain saw him enlist with the
army. His daring exploits and bravery were soon rewarded
with promotions and advancement through the ranks at
breakneck speed, and his defense at the siege of Arcot—
where his small force of just 200 men repelled an attack
by thousands of Indians—made him famous and a hero in
England. Finally, Clive’s career culminated in the 1757 Battle
of Plassey which was a decisive
victory for the British East India
Company over the Nawab of
Bengal and his French allies.
This established British rule
in Bengal which expanded
over much of India for the next
hundred years. This immensely
readable book provides a full
insight and account of Lord
Clive’s life, from childhood to
his untimely death.
Paperback, 62 pages,
6” x 9”, $6.95
Hardcover $16.68

The Story of France
By Mary MacGregor. One of
the most complete and concise
histories of the great nation of
France ever written in English,
Mary
MacGregor’s
classic
work begins with the earliest
recorded times of the Druids
and ends just after World War I.
Along the way the reader will
meet and be captivated by an
astonishingly long list of famous
characters
ranging
from
Vercingetorix right through to
President Paul Deschanel.
Follow the trials and tribulations of the inhabitants of Gaul
as they grapple with the Romans and Attila the Hun. From
there, read of the emergence of the Franks as the leading
house of nobles, the exploits of Charlemagne, the arrival of
the Vikings and their settlement in Normandy, the Crusades,
the centuries-long warfare with England, the religious
conflicts, the bloody events of the French Revolution, the
rise and fall of Napoleon, the Franco-Prussian War and the
world’s first Communist revolution. The narrative ends after
chronicling the epic struggle and destruction caused by the
Great War of 1914–18.
This compelling history, told with excitement and vigor, is
fully reformatted, illustrated, and indexed.
Paperback, 472 pages, 6” x 9”, $14.95
Hardcover $24.95

The Crusaders: A Story
of the War for the Holy
Sepulchre
By Alfred J. Church. A
wonderful
retelling of the
stories of the First, Third, and
Eighth Crusades, narrated by
a fictional “wandering Jew”
(cursed to live until the Second
Coming of Christ), this classic
work takes the reader on an
epic rollercoaster ride of the
triumphs, tribulations, and
ultimate defeat of the European
counterattack
against
the
rampant Muslim aggression which had seized the Christian
lands in the Middle East. The author explains how the
Islamic military conquest of huge areas of the Byzantine
Empire sparked off the call to Crusade, and then weaves
the story of some of the most famous characters and
events of the Crusades. From the dizzying successes of the
First Crusade—the siege and fall of Antioch and the fall of
Jerusalem—to the recapture of Jerusalem by the Muslims,
the reader will meet and understand the major characters
of the time: Richard Lionheart, Duke Godfrey (the Norman
warrior and first king of Jerusalem), Saladin and King Louis
of France. The reader will also discover the full tragedy of
the ill-fated “Children’s Crusade” and much more.
Paperback, 176 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover, $18.77

The Story of Europe: From the Fall of the Roman
Empire to the Reformation
By HE Marshall. A wonderfully-written masterpiece of
storytelling, originally designed for younger readers but
which became popular with all ages because of its easy-toread narrative, this book tells the story of the development
of all the European nations from the time of the fall of the
Roman Empire until just after the Reformation.
Acknowledged as an ideal introduction to the history of the
European Middle Ages, this book is written in a rollicking
early twentieth century style which pulls no punches in
describing the racial issues which confronted Europe,
as this quote from the section on the Ottoman invasion
of Europe illustrates: “The Ottoman Turks were the last
barbarian tribe to settle upon European soil. They did not
disappear like the Huns, they
were not driven forth like the
Saracens, they have in no way
become Europeanized like the
Hungarians or Magyars, they
have remained Asiatic and
alien, a blot upon the map of
Europe to this day.”
Contains the full text and all
the original charts, maps and
tables.
Paperback, 202 pages, 6” x 9”,
$9.95
Hardcover $19.95

The Civil War in France: The Paris Communist
Uprising of 1871
By Karl Marx. A gripping account of the infamous and shortlived 1871 “Paris Commune,” or Communist uprising, in
France’s capital city, written by the founder of Communism.
Marx’s book was one of the first written to discuss the
impact of the Commune, and although naturally written
with a strong pro-Communist bias and a visceral hatred of
the ruling Napoleon III, it provides a fascinating insight into
the thinking and internal machinations of the Commune.
The Commune briefly ruled Paris from 18 March until 28
May 1871, after being elected as the city council. Acting
as a lightning conductor for socialist radicals from Poland
to Italy, the Commune quickly dissolved into the usual
“dictatorship of the proletariat” and instituted what can now in
hindsight be recognised as the
usual trappings of Communist
regimes: it began stripping
away civil liberties and creating
state enforcement agencies to
implement its decrees by terror
and coercion. Contains Marx’s
full original text, and includes
the text of the article “A Short
Account of the Commune of
Paris of 1871” published by
The Socialist League, London.
Paperback, 146 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.95
Hardcover $18.88

Stories of the Vikings
By Mary MacGregor. A classic
Eurocentric educational work
originally directed at younger
readers but now suppressed by
the present-day anti-European
political correctness which
pervades educational curricula
all over the world. This easy-toread book provides a concise
overview of the amazing world
of the Vikings, from the time of
their first appearance in Norway,
Sweden, and Denmark. As this
work reveals, the Vikings were
not just a band of sea-pirates who roved the seas in search
of plunder, but rather a race of brave and hardy Northmen
who became sea-rovers because the rights and the freedom
which their fathers had cherished were being taken from
them. In this book you will read of their belief systems, their
adventures at home, and their exploits throughout Europe.
The Vikings left their imprint in England, Ireland, France,
Russia, and even reached as far south as Constantinople.
They discovered, named, and settled Iceland and Greenland,
and tried to settle Vinland, or North America, hundreds of
years before Columbus crossed the ocean. The lives of
some of their greatest heroes are discussed to provide a
fascinating insight into their lifestyles.
Paperback, 78 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover $17.95

Richard III
By Jacob Abbott. King Richard
III of England (1452–1485) only
occupied the throne for two
years, but his death at the Battle
of Bosworth Field marked the
end of the thirty-year long Wars
of the Roses and symbolized
the end of the Middle Ages in
that country. When Edward IV
died in 1483, Richard, as his
younger brother, was named
Lord Protector of the realm
on behalf of Edward’s son
and successor, the 12-yearold King Edward V. This young boy-king, and his brother,
however, disappeared under mysterious circumstances,
allegedly murdered in the Tower of London, and Richard
was declared king in terms of the rules of royal succession.
Linked by common gossip to the disappearance of the
two princes, Richard’s reign was marked by continued civil
unrest, culminating in the landing of Henry Tudor on the
coast of Wales. Henry, who claimed the throne for himself,
met Richard’s army in battle at Bosworth Field, where
Richard was slain, making him the last English king to die
in battle.
Henry Tudor was crowned king, and the Wars of the Roses
were at an end.
Paperback, 170 pages, 6” x 9”, $8.95
Hardcover $18.95

Scotland’s Story
By H.E. Marshall. This 1906 book is another great classic
which was written at a time when British—or in this case—
Scottish people were proud of their history and heritage.
Originally designed for younger readers, Scotland Story’s
readability gained it a far wider audience. Marshall gathers
together a gripping collection of incredible stories which tell
the story of Scotland from the time of the Picts and Scots
through to the Union with England and slightly beyond.
Readers of all ages will be gripped by the high drama, love
stories, battles, sacrifices and efforts of the Scottish people
to assert their identity, and ward off foreign interference.
This version is an accurate reproduction of the original with
all errors which mar other editions removed.
Henrietta Elizabeth Marshall (1867–1941) was a British
author, particularly well known
for her works of popular
national history for children.
She was born in Scotland,
and
travelled
extensively,
writing on historical topics
close to her heart. Her works
include Beowulf: Translations,
Our Empire Story, A History
of France and A History of
Germany.
Paperback, 328 pages, 6” x 9”,
$11.95
Hardcover $21.95

Richard II
By Jacob Abbot. The story of King Richard II of England
(1367–1400, reigned 1377 to 1399), as told by master
storyteller Jacob Abbott. A son of the famous Edward, the
Black Prince, he came to the throne at just ten years of age.
During his first years as king, government was in the hands
of a series of councils whose leading member was his uncle,
John of Gaunt. The first major event of the young king’s
rule was the suppression of Wat Tyler’s Peasants’ Revolt of
1381. However, courtiers prevented the young king from
fully exercising power, and by 1387, government of the
realm had been taken over by a council known as the Lords
Appellant.
By 1397, Richard had overthrown this council as well, but
had acquired numerous internal enemies.
In 1399, one of these enemies, the exiled son of John of
Gaunt, Henry of Bolingbroke,
invaded England and seized the
throne, imprisoning the hapless
Richard II who was murdered
a year later. This book
delves into the real Richard
II’s personality, upbringing
and actions, and provides a
satisfying understanding of this
tumultuous period of English
history.
Paperback, 176 pages, 6” x 9”,
$8.95
Hardcover $18.95

Richard I
By Jacob Abbott. One of the
greatest kings of England
who hardly ever set foot in
that country, Richard I is
remembered in history by his
epithet Richard Lionheart,
mainly for his incredible series
of wars and military victories,
both within Europe and in
the European counterattack
(known as the Crusades) which
opposed Islamic aggression
against Christian lands in
the Middle East. Made king
of England in 1189, Richard was actually French, and
also ruled in Normandy as Richard IV, as well as holding
supreme leadership in many other parts of France. His
Muslim foes, however, just called him Malek al-Inkitar—
“King of England.”
Dramatic events covered in this work include his campaigns
in Sicily and Cyprus, the siege of Acre, and the monumental
Battle of Jaffa, which brought an end to the Third Crusade
and forced Saladin to grant access to Jerusalem to the
Christians once again. By this time, Richard had generated
many enemies at home as well, and this book ends with
the story of his capture and ransom in Germany, before his
return to England and death in 1199.
Paperback, 168 pages, 6” x 9”, $8.95
Hardcover $18.95

Our Empire Story
By H E Marshall. This 1908
book is one of the great classics
which emanated from the time
when the British Empire was at
its height.
Spanning four continents,
the Empire included Canada,
Southern Africa, India, Australia
and New Zealand—and this
hugely entertaining book covers
them all.
This epic deals with each
individual nation from the time
of the first European settlement
to the beginning of the twentieth century.
Originally designed for young people, the immense
readability of Our Empire Story quickly gained it a far wider
audience. It became a bestseller of its day.
Written in the colorful and politically-incorrect style of its
time, Our Empire Story is an unashamedly pro-British
book and is filled with stories of high drama, humour and
tragedy. Above all, it serves as a lasting testament to one of
the most powerful empires in history.
This brand new edition has been completely reset and
contains all the original images which accompanied the
original text. A true classic work, which provides a fascinating
insight into its time.
Paperback, 383 pages, 6” x 9”, $12.95
Hardcover $22.95

Queen Elizabeth
By Jacob Abbott. Queen Elizabeth I, daughter of Henry VIII
and Anne Boleyn, was England’s greatest monarch ever.
This riveting account of her life and her nation’s exploits
under her mid-sixteenth century reign provide the reader
with a comprehensive insight into events which have
become engraved in world history. Starting with her family
background, master story-teller Jacob Abbott takes the
reader on a nonstop narration through her imprisonment, the
intrigues which led to her ascension to the throne following
the reign of “Bloody Mary,” the formal establishment of the
English Protestant (“Anglican”) church, the threats to her life
after the Pope released her subjects from all loyalty to her
throne, the war with Scotland and the momentous defeat
of the Spanish Armada. It also discusses her personal life,
her lovers, suitors, and ultimate death in 1603 after fortyfour tumultuous years as leader
of her nation. During her time,
England started on its path to
establishing a world empire,
and gifted the world such
intellectual treasures as William
Shakespeare. This brand new
edition has been completely
reset and contains all new
images which richly illustrate
this now classic work.
Paperback, 133 pages,
6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover $17.95

Knights of Art
By Amy Steedman. Originally written for younger readers as
an introduction to the world of the Italian Renaissance, this
classic work takes the reader on an exciting personal tour of
some of the greatest artists of that time period. Much more
than just a dry history of who painted what, Steedman’s
book portrays each artist in personal terms, providing
details of their lives, loves, highlights and low points. The
period of Italian Renaissance painting started around the
late thirteenth century and flourished until the sixteenth,
covering the periods scholars now call the Proto-Renaissance
(1300–1400), the Early Renaissance (1400–1475), the High
Renaissance (1475–1525), and Mannerism (1525–1600).
Drawing much of her material from the classicLives of
the Painters, by Giorgio Vasari, Steedman gives readers
young and old a concise and enthralling overview of Italian
Renaissance
painters
and
discusses their impact upon
society and their enduring
cultural legacy. Now available in
full color and grayscale editions.
The full color edition contains
all 16 original color plates, hand
restored using the latest digital
techniques, in addition to the
original grayscale illustrations.
The grayscale edition contains
all the original illustrations.
148 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.95
Full color edition $22.95

Josephine
By John S. C. Abbott. A highly
insightful biography of Josephine de Beauharnais (1763–
1814), first wife of Napoleon
Bonaparte and famous in her
own right. It provides the reader with a detailed description
of Josephine’s dramatic life:
her birth into a wealthy French
colonial family on the island of
Martinique, her first marriage
into the noble de Beauharnais family—and of her first
spouse’s execution during the
Reign of Terror which accompanied the French Revolution.
This book does not however concentrate on her husband’s
exploits, but instead focuses on aspects of Josephine’s life,
activities, and interactions with the public which led her to
become one of France’s most loved figures. Included are
revelations about her influence over her husband—which
extended to matters of state—and also their domestic arrangements, which became strained over time with Napoleon’s increasingly wide-ranging military adventures.
Finally, the book provides the details of Napoleon’s decision
to divorce Josephine to marry the daughter of the Austrian
emperor—driven by the need to produce an heir which
Josephine could not fulfil.
Paperback, 169 pages, 6” x 9”, $8.95
Hardcover $19.72

History of Maria Antoinette
By John S. C. Abbott. The tragic drama of Maria Antoinette,
otherwise known as Marie Antoinette—and her bloody end
during the French Revolution
has fascinated students of history from all over the world, but
rarely have the full facts been
so completely captured and
mapped out as in this wonderful retelling by master storyteller
John Abbott.
The fifth child of Holy Roman
Empress Maria Theresa and
Emperor Francis I, Maria Antoinette was married to LouisAuguste, heir to the throne of France in 1770, in what was
expected to be the beginning of a familial alliance between
the Austrian and French royal houses.
When her husband finally acceded to the throne in 1774,
she became Queen of France and Navarre. The author
recounts how political and social events enveloped Maria
Antoinette, who was plunged into political intrigues not
of her own making and of which, in many cases, she was
completely unaware.
Accused by the revolutionaries of treason and of loyalty
to the Austrians, Maria and her husband found their titles
abolished, were imprisoned, and ultimately executed.
Paperback, 159 pages, 6” x 9”, $8.95
Hardcover $20.50

History of Peter the Great
By Jacob Abbott. Using original research and documentation,
master storyteller Jacob Abbott once again weaves his
magic to transform dry history into an intensely readable
and action-packed epic, this time turning his attention to
the story of Peter the Great. Starting with the family intrigues
which led to his ascension to the throne, this narrative tells
of his military and political adventures which successfully
expanded the czardom into an empire and ultimately a
major European power. By personally visiting western
Europe—often in commoner’s disguise—Peter identified
the necessary social, technological, and cultural reforms
needed to jolt Russia into the Age of the Enlightenment—
even if he, as Abbott shows too clearly, very often used
medieval methods against his personal opponents. The
reader is provided with many
of the sometimes grisly
details of palace intrigues and
subversion, but also of the
military victories Peter achieved
in the Great Northern War with
Sweden, and in the Crimea
against the Turks. Read also
of the incredible efforts to build
St. Petersburg, his marriage to
the Empress Catherine, and
Peter’s ultimate end.
Paperback, 190 pages,
6” x 9”, $8.34
Hardcover $20.37

History of Louis XIV
By John S. C. Abbott. The story of Louis XIV—the “Sun
King” of France, is a gripping tale of royal grandeur,
despotism, corruption, and moral degeneracy, which, in its
very extravagance, laid the seed for the destruction of the
French royal house and the infamous revolution of 1789.
During Louis XIV’s reign he engaged in what seemed to be
a never-ending series of foreign wars, all the while furiously
waging interreligious strife at home, as he ruthlessly
suppressed Protestant dissent and political conspiracies.
His reign saw wars with the Dutch, the Austrians, and the
War of the Spanish Succession, a conflict which ultimately
spread to North America and involved almost every power
on the European continent.
Louis XIV’s lavish court lifestyle also exhausted the treasury,
and all of France suffered grievously as he and his nobles
lived debauched lives with
no thought of tomorrow.
Louis XIV’s successors would
ultimately pay the price for his
despotic and careless reign,
and it is, as the author notes,
regrettable that those who
plunged France into the misery
in which it found itself, died
peacefully in their beds, leaving
others to be blamed.
Paperback, 203 pages,
6” x 9”, $8.95
Hardcover $20.31

History of Louis Philippe:
King of the French
By John S. C. Abbott. A fascinating account of the life, trials, tribulations—and ultimately failure—of one of Europe’s
first notable “constitutional
monarchs,” Louis Philippe
(1773–1850). The first king to
be properly elected by the National Assembly, his reign was
based on the principle of union
of king and people, and marked
the first real shift away from the
“divine right to rule” approach
to kingship. This sweeping work reveals many details not
generally known about this momentous change in European politics, all the while keeping the reader’s attention
by weaving together the story of Louis Philippe’s youth, his
years of exile, the dramatic events leading to his appointment as king, his extended family and relations, and finally
his steady decline in popularity until his own forced abdication and exile in 1848. Regarded as a usurper by the aristocracy, but rejected by the masses because of the fact that
he was elected by only 150,000 voters—he was stalked by
assassins at every step. Finally, caught between the conflicting demands of the aristocracy and the 1848 revolutions,
he resigned and fled into exile once again.
Paperback, 197 pages, 6” x 9”, $8.63
Hardcover $19.87

Colloquia Mensalia or the
Familiar Discourses of Dr.
Martin Luther at his Table:
Volume II
By Dr. Martin Luther. First
published in 1566 in German,
the “Table Talk” is a collection
of the towering Protestant
Reformer’s informal, wideranging, often colorful and
sometimes
controversial
conversations about topics
ranging from Scripture to the
sacraments, from the lives
of the saints to the learning
of scholastics, from civil magistrates to sacred music—
and almost everything in-between. Luther’s “Table Talk”
presents highlights from conversations (as the title page has
it) “with divers Learned Men” on a wide range of theological,
Scriptural, historical and social subjects; it also affords
valuable and frequently eye-opening insights into “the
opinions, motives, reading, daily life, and personal attitude
of the greatest German of his age. No dry treatises these,
the selections, arranged topically, are straightforward,
frequently marked by humorous anecdotes, sharp wit, and
unrestrained zeal for the work of ecclesial reformation. This
edition has been hand-proofed and completely reset.
Paperback, 310 pages,
6” x 9”, $11.95
Hardcover $25.75

Colloquia Mensalia or the Familiar Discourses of Dr.
Martin Luther at his Table: Volume I
By Dr. Martin Luther. First published in 1566 in German,
the “Table Talk” is a collection of the towering Protestant
Reformer’s informal, wide-ranging, often colorful and
sometimes controversial conversations about topics ranging
from Scripture to the sacraments, from the lives of the
saints to the learning of scholastics, from civil magistrates
to sacred music—and almost everything in-between.
Luther’s “Table Talk” presents highlights from conversations
(as the title page has it) “with divers Learned Men” on a
wide range of theological, Scriptural, historical and social
subjects; it also affords valuable and frequently eye-opening
insights into “the opinions, motives, reading, daily life, and
personal attitude of the greatest German of his age. No dry
treatises these, the selections, arranged topically, are usually
concise and straightforward,
frequently marked by humorous
anecdotes, sharp wit, and
unrestrained zeal for the work of
ecclesial reformation. Nearly all
the copies of the original work
were destroyed by order of Pope
Gregory XIII, and possession of
it was punishable by death. This
edition has been hand-proofed
and completely reset.
Paperback, 394 pages,
6” x 9”, $13.95
Hardcover $27.75

Charles II
By Jacob Abbott. The ascension of Charles II to the British
throne in 1660 marked the end of the English republican
era—and the start of a period of unparalleled hedonism
amongst the English ruling elite. The reader is first given
the astonishing—and often shocking—details of Charles
II’s youth, including his parent’s desperate but ultimately
fruitless attempts to retain the throne. That sad tale ends
with Charles I’s public execution, and the imprisonment or
exile in France of his family. Charles II’s reign was marked by
a series of major foreign and domestic political upheavals,
which, despite their gravity, amazingly do nothing to shake
the monarchy’s position in society. This was the time of the
Great Fire of London, the worst outbreak ever of the plague,
and of the Second Anglo-Dutch war—and of continuing
religious conflict between Catholics and Protestants.
Charles’s personal life inspired
his nickname of the “Merry
Monarch”—an
understated
reference to the debauchery
of the court, where mistresses
were openly paraded, and
endless late-night carousing,
drunkenness and all manner
of excesses appeared to be
the norm. A glimpse into the
seamier side of royalty.
Paperback, 157 pages,
6” x 9”, $7.59
Hardcover $18.83

Charles I
By Jacob Abbott. A dramatic
and sweeping account from
master storyteller Jacob Abbott,
detailing the trials, tribulations,
errors, and ultimate tragedy of
Charles I (1600–1649), who
achieved fame by becoming
the only monarch of Britain to
be executed after his country
was plunged into a devastating
civil war. Abbott provides
the reader with a concise
background to the origin of the
English Civil War. From 1642
onward, the increasing disturbances saw Charles plunged
into the English Civil War, which pitted Royalists against
Parliamentarians. For three years the battles raged back
and forth across the land, and only ended with Charles’s
defeat and surrender in 1645.
Even then, the drama was not at an end: Charles refused to
agree to a constitutional monarchy, and escaped captivity
in 1647. Re-captured, his increasingly diminished forces
were finally overcome by Oliver Cromwell’s New Model
Army, and Charles was put on trial for treason and executed
in public in the center of London in January 1649.
This is without doubt the most readable account of Charles
I’s life and the backdrop to the Civil War ever written.
Paperback, 145 pages, 6” x 9” $7.63
Hardcover $18.88

Alfred the Great
By Jacob Abbott. The story of
England’s greatest king of all
time is a tale of war, peace,
bravery, learning, and strength
of character—and, in the end,
the victory of enlightenment
over darkness. Starting with
an eye-opening, if brief, sweep
of European racial history—
before moving on to discuss
the origins of the original
Britons, the Anglo-Saxons, and
the Danes, all of whom played
important roles in British history
over a millennium ago. Abbott is careful to distinguish
confirmed fact from mythology, and is at pains to point out
what is certain and what is not—bearing in mind that Alfred
ruled a mere 800 years after Julius Caesar. From that basis,
the story of Alfred is told from his early years onward, his
crowning as king, the early battles—and defeats—and his
ultimately successful defense against the Viking attempt
at conquest. This book also delves into Alfred’s numerous
social policies which were pioneering at the time. His
promotion of education, the building of roads and towns,
and many other achievements—including the invention
of the lantern—greatly accelerated the civilizational
development of England.
Paperback, 132 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.05
Hardcover, $18.95

Barbarian and Noble
By Marion Florence Lansing. Sixteen astonishing tales
from European history, each dealing with a great clash
between two mighty forces, described by the other either as
barbarians or nobles.
Originally written for younger readers, this work tells the
story of, among others, the Roman advance into Germany
under General Drusus, the sack of Rome by the “barbarian”
Goths under Alaric, the attack upon Europe by Attila the
Hun, the inter-Gothic wars and Theodoric, the emergence
of the Franks under Clovis, the wars against the Moors
(“Saracens”) under Roderick, the Viking invasions, St.
Winfred’s death at the hands of German tribes he was trying
to convert to Christianity, and the great Crusade against the
Muslim invasion of Palestine, led by England’s Richard I.
At the end of the book, the author inserted guide notes for
teachers, suggesting themes for
educating the young, and further
reading suggestions. This work
contains all the original text
and its accompanying beautiful
woodcut
illustrations,
and
has been complete reset and
digitally restored to better than
original quality.
Cover image: “Germania Stays
the Romans.”
Paperback, 124 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.71
Hardcover, $18.95

A History of Germany
By H.E. Marshall. This work, first published in 1913, telling
the story of Germany from before the Roman Empire to the
time of Emperor Wilhelm II, was acknowledged an instant
classic upon its appearance, but the tragic outbreak of the
First World War the following year saw the book suppressed.
This work ranks with master-storyteller Marshall’s greatest
works, providing an immensely readable but comprehensive
history of Germany. Read about the mythological origins of
the German people, their first great heroes Ariovistus and
Hermann, their titanic struggles against the Huns (where
they first earned the title of European, meaning People’s
Defender), their forced conversion to Christianity under
Charlemagne, the division of the Carolingian Empire into
France and Germany, the repeated invasions and settling
of Post-Roman Empire Italy,
the various German states, the
Holy Roman Empire, the wars
against Napoleon, the struggle
for ascendancy between Austria
and Prussia, and finally the unification of Germany. A remarkably well-written overview which
serves as the perfect introduction to the development of one
of continental Europe’s superpowers.
Paperback, 343 pages,
6” x 9”, $11.95
Hardcover $22.89

Category: ANCIENT HISTORY
Lives of the Eminent
Philosophers Volume II
By
Diogenes
Laërtius.
Translated by Robert Drew
Hicks. A marvelous treatise
which summarizes the lives,
works and basic teachings of
every famous ancient Greek
philosopher.
Written by a third century
AD scholar, this is the full,
unexpurgated version of a
classic work will introduce the
reader to the names, thoughts,
and ideas of the people who
created the very concept of higher Western philosophical
thinking. Learn about Thales, Solon, Bias, Anacharsis,
Anaximander, Socrates, Xenophon, Euclides, Glaucon,
Plato, Crates, Aristotle, Zeno, Pythagoras, Epicharmus,
Eudoxus, Xenophanes, Democritus, Protagoras, Epicurus,
and many more—82 philosophers in total.
All this has been presented in an easy-to read format
which has stood the test of time. It is one of the most
widely-referenced classical works highlighting one of the
greatest early periods of European civilization. Completely
reformatted and beautifully presented.
Paperback, 266 pages, 6” x 9”, $9.95
Hardcover $23.31

On the Antique Painting
in Encaustic of Cleopatra,
Discovered in 1818
By John Sartain. What did
Cleopatra really look like? On
the front cover is a replica of the
original painting of Cleopatra,
commissioned by Octavian
Augustus on August 12, 30
B.C. Furious at her suicide,
which deprived him of his plans
to make her take part in the
Roman tradition of parading
prisoners in chains through the
streets of Rome, Octavian ordered the artist Timomachus
(who had earlier painted Cleopatra for Mark Antony) to
create a new portrait of the Queen at the moment of her
death. The finished portrait, in the encaustic technique, was
mounted on a cart that was drawn slowly along the route
of the victory The painting, at some time after Hadrian’s
death, was place in a wooden crate and hidden in a cellar at
Hadrian’s Villa. It lay hidden and forgotten until 1818 when
it was rediscovered in a lot of scrap lumber. The painting,
broken into 14 pieces, was painstakingly reassembled and
copied. This remarkable book tells the story of the painting
and its history in full.
Paperback, 220 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.50
Hardcover $17.65

Lives of the Eminent Philosophers Volume I
By Diogenes Laërtius. Translated by Robert Drew Hicks. A
marvelous treatise which summarizes the lives, works and
basic teachings of every famous ancient Greek philosopher.
Written by a third century AD scholar, this is the full,
unexpurgated version of a classic work will introduce the
reader to the names, thoughts, and ideas of the people who
created the very concept of higher Western philosophical
thinking.Learn about Thales, Solon, Bias, Anacharsis,
Anaximander, Socrates, Xenophon, Euclides, Glaucon,
Plato, Crates, Aristotle, Zeno, Pythagoras, Epicharmus,
Eudoxus, Xenophanes, Democritus, Protagoras, Epicurus,
and many more—82 philosophers in total. All this has
been presented in an easy-to read format which has stood
the test of time. It is one of the most widely-referenced
classical works highlighting one of the greatest early
periods of European civilization.
Completely reformatted and
beautifully presented. Cover
image: Periander, one of the
Seven Sages of Greece, seventh
century B.C.

The Epic of Gilgamesh
By R. Campbell Thompson. The Epic of Gilgamesh is among
the earliest surviving works of literature, with the earliest
versions dating from around the Third Dynasty of Ur in
early Sumeria (2150-2000 BC). Preserved in Cuneiform, the
Epic was retold over the centuries, and the most complete
version was discovered in the ruins of the library palace of
the seventh century BC Assyrian king, Ashurbanipal.
It is notable as being the obvious source of the biblical story
of Noah and the flood. Taken up into Judaism, and then into
Christianity, the book of Genesis copies almost every detail
of the flood from the earlier Sumerian work. The Epic tells
the story of the king of Uruk, Gilgamesh, and his adventures
with his erstwhile foe and then friend, Enkidu. Together
they journey to the Cedar Mountain to defeat Humbaba,
its monstrous guardian, then they kill the Bull of Heaven,
which the goddess Ishtar sends
to punish Gilgamesh for
spurning her advances. As a
punishment for these actions,
the gods sentence Enkidu to
death. Gilgamesh then sets out
to avoid his friend’s fate and
seek the secret to eternal life, a
quest in which he is ultimately
thwarted. Contains original
author’s preface and a new
overview of the storyline.
Paperback, 82 pages, 6” x 9”,
$6.95

VOLUME I contains
Books 1 to 5.
VOLUME II contains
Books 6 to 10.
Paperback, 216 pages,
6” x 9”, $9.95
Hardcover $22.04

The Religion of Ancient
Egypt
By W. M. Flinders Petrie. A marvelous overview of the main
gods, goddesses, religious
practices, and belief systems of
ancient Egypt, prepared by England’s foremost Egyptologist
and expert on Middle Eastern
antiquity.
Starting with an analysis of the
nature of the Egyptian gods,
Flinders Petrie sketches the
broad philosophical background to the belief system of
ancient Egypt, revealing precisely how those people viewed
life, the afterlife, and the influence of gods in their day-today activities.
He then moves on to discuss the various gods—the animalheaded, the human, the cosmic, the abstract, and even the
foreign deities introduced into Egypt.
Finally, he reviews the main points of the sacred texts,
individual worship, and the lasting influence of the ancient
Egyptian belief systems in other cultures.
A masterpiece of cultural history which has stood the test
of time and become a classic in its own right. Petrie was
Britain’s most famous Egyptologist, and is regarded as the
founder of that profession.
Paperback, 58 pages, 6” x 9”, $6.95
Hardcover, $16.95

The History of Julius Caesar
By Jacob Abbott. The story of
the most famous Roman of all
time, from his earliest years
to his violent death. From the
time of his appointment to
Consul (60 BC), through to the
dramatic military victories in
Gaul (51 BC), Caesar quickly
progressed to one of the most
popular political figures in
Rome. These military victories
and his subsequent growth in
stature were correctly perceived
as a direct threat to the political
order back home, and Caesar was ordered by the Senate to
lay down his military command and return to Rome.
Famously, Caesar refused, and with his legions, crossed
the Rubicon River—which marked Roman territory—in 49
BC, hereby formally declaring his intention to seize power
in Rome. Civil war resulted, and after a period of strife
which saw his erstwhile ally but now archenemy Pompey
dead, Caesar emerged as the unrivaled leader of Rome.
His adventures in Egypt—and his relationship with the
famous Queen Cleopatra, combined with his increasingly
authoritarian style of government caused further dissent in
Rome, and he was assassinated by a group of senators led
by Brutus on the Ides of March (15 March) 44 BC.
Paperback, 140 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover, $18.89

The Periplus of Hanno: A Voyage of Discovery down
the West African Coast, by a Carthaginian Admiral of
the Fifth Century BC.
By Hanno. Translated by Wilfred H. Schoff, A.M. One of
the only surviving complete documents from the great city
of Carthage, written by the admiral Hanno at the height of
his city’s power, this remarkable work describes the fifth
century b.c. attempt to reach the equator by sailing south
along the African coast. The author, who also reigned as
king of Carthage from 480 until 440 b.c., was sent out at
the head of a large fleet of ships to explore and colonize
the northwestern coast of Africa. He reached as far south
as the present-day African state of Gambia, and as he
traveled, described the native people he encountered—for
all of whom he was without doubt the first white person they
had ever seen. Hanno’s short account was copied by an
unknown Greek traveler, and
in this way the document was
spared the subsequent total
destruction of Carthage by
Rome following the last Punic
War. This edition contains
a number of accompanying
essays by historians which put
Hanno’s work into historical
perspective. Completely reset
and illustrated.
Paperback, 38 pages, 6” x 9”,
$5.95
Hardcover $16.68

Stories of the East from Herodotus
By Alfred J. Church. Herodotus, the “father of history,”
is possibly the most famous historian of all—and perhaps
the most maligned, despite his clear warning at the start of
his book that he was merely recording, not vouchsafing,
those things that he had not seen himself. As a result,
his accounts are often dismissed, but as Alfred Church’s
masterful retelling shows, this is an unjust assumption.
Starting with the reign of King Crœsus of Lydia (ca. 560
BC), his wars with the Persians, and the rise of Cyrus the
Great of Persia, Herodotus’s story line moves through the
late Egyptian dynasties, and deals with their downfall and
submission to the Persians.
The stories of Cyrus’s successor, Cambyses, and the
renowned King Darius are related, along with a fascinating—
if brutal—account of the habits
of many of the peoples, IndoEuropean and otherwise, who
shaped the destiny of the
Ancient Middle East.
The author is as careful as
Herodotus in his relation of the
ascertained facts.
This
edition
has
been
completely reset, and contains
all the original text and
illustrations.
Paperback, 164 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.95
Hardcover. $19.67

Pyrrhus
By Jacob Abbott. The English
saying “a Pyrrhic victory”
comes from the name of the
third century BC king of Epirus,
Pyrrhus. After a battle with the
Romans which was won at
great cost, Pyrrhus famously
said “one more victory like that
and I will be undone.”
Pyrrhus, who was born only
a few years after the death of
Alexander the Great, was of
the royal Aeacid house and his
military adventures were nearly
as remarkable as those of the more famous Macedonian
king. During his time, Pyrrhus conquered Sicily, parts of
southern Italy, and finally Macedon, where he briefly held
the crown.
This work chronicles the remarkable life of one of ancient
European history’s most able military leaders, and also his
bizarre and unexpected end. It covers from his early life and
his military expeditions in Macedonia, Italy, Sicily, Sparta.
Along the way, the reader discovers many previously lost
personal details of this king whose name is most famous,
but who personally is little known. Finally, the book ends
with his last two campaigns: the reconquest of Macedon,
and his untimely and unexpected death.
Paperback, 144 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover, $18.82

History of Romulus
By Jacob Abbott. More than just
a marvelously-told history of the
life of the founder of Rome, this
work shows how early historical
accounts weaved fact and
fiction into a founding story so
appealing that it has persisted
through the millennia.
The story starts with the earliest
legends and theAeneid, which
tells of the destruction of
Troy and the founding of the
first settlements in the Italian
Peninsula by fleeing survivors.
The story of Romulus and his twin brother Remus, children
of Rhea Silvia, then takes center stage—with the author
always careful to point out to the reader what is verifiable
fact and what is myth. The founding of Rome, its first
government, the carrying off of the Sabine women, and the
organization of the city-state are among the vast number
of topics covered in this sweeping overview, which remains
highly readable because of its personal focus on the life
of Romulus. In this way, the reader acquires a complete
picture of Romulus while simultaneously being given a
highly satisfying sweep of history, the importance of myth
and historical accuracy, and the origins of the greatest of all
of the classical civilizations.
Paperback, 166 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover $18.80

History of Xerxes the Great
By Jacob Abbott. The story of Xerxes the Great (circa 519–
465 BC), king of the Persian Achaemenid Empire, includes
the battles of Thermopylæ and Salamis, famous in their own
right—and which were pivotal to world and European history.
Beginning with Xerxes’ family background, the action starts
straightaway with his interactions with Egypt and Greece,
and the preparations for the invasion of that latter nation.
Abbott’s narration, based on meticulous research and
primary sources, reveals the immense size of the Persian
army, and that their ultimate intention was to conquer all of
Europe. The Greek defensive preparations—spearheaded
by the astonishing Spartans—are then reviewed. The
mighty clash—and sacrifice—of the main Persian force and
the 300 Spartans under Leonidas at Thermopylæ forms one
of the centerpieces of the work.
It is followed by the equally
important burning of Athens
and the Battle of Salamis, where
the Persian fleet was destroyed.
Faced with stalemate in Greece
and rebellion at home, Xerxes
returned to Persia. His army,
routed at the Battle of Platæa,
followed him home, and the
Persian attempt to seize Europe
was defeated.
Paperback, 166 pages,
6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover, $19.74

History of Nero
By Jacob Abbott. The violent, bloody, and incredible story
of Nero Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus (37–68
AD), forms the basis of this highly readable and compelling
work. Beginning with the previous emperors Caligula and
Claudius, Abbott lays the groundwork for Nero’s early years
and family background. Nero was adopted by his greatuncle Claudius to become his heir and successor, and
succeeded to the throne after Claudius’s death. The author
is careful to make sure that all the details he provides are
accurate and sourced—and then presents to the reader a
whirlwind of drama, intrigue, amazing extravagance, and
ultimately, madness, centered around the highest office in
the Roman Empire. As Nero’s personal behavior became
more and more erratic, he accumulated endless enemies
at home. This resulted in assassination conspiracies—
all of them unsuccessful, but
increasingly desperate and
causing a spiral of retaliation
and cruelty. Finally, in 68, the
rebellion of Vindex in Gaul,
and later the acclamation of
Galba in Hispania, drove Nero
from the throne. Threatened
with death by execution, Nero
committed suicide, ending the
Julio-Claudian Dynasty.
Paperback, 156 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.95
Hardcover, $18.84

History of Darius the Great
By Jacob Abbott. The story of the
founder of the Achaemenid, or
the First Persian Empire, Darius
I (c. 550–486 BC) is one of the
best documented from that
ancient time primarily because
of a trilingual monumental
relief on Mount Behistun which
was written between the time of
his coronation and his death.
By drawing upon this record,
and other primary sources,
master storyteller Jacob Abbott
takes the reader on a whirlwind
account of a dramatic series of events in ancient Middle
Eastern history—and some of the bloodiest. Filled with
background tales of personal intrigue and shocking cruelty,
the story follows Darius’s ascension after the end of his
grandfather Cambyses’s reign, the difficult suppression of a
series of internal revolts, the move of his seat of government
to the world-famous capital city of Susa, and the expansion
of his empire’s borders from the Caucasus to the Indus.
It also tells the story of his disastrous attempt to conquer
the Scythians and the first and second attempts to conquer
the Athenians—the first of which ended with the loss of his
fleet, and the second in the decisive defeat of his army at
the Battle of Marathon.
Paperback, 156 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover, $18.90

Hannibal
By Jacob Abbott. Rome or
Carthage: the struggle between
these two great powers of the
ancient world determined the
course of western civilization.
This mighty clash of civilizations
was fought out in Spain, the
Alps, the length and breadth of
Italy and in North Africa, where
the legions of Rome finally laid
waste to the city of Carthage.
This dramatic story, told here
in full, is based on actual events
and contemporary accounts.
Read the real story of Hannibal and his incredible military
feats, the crossing of the Alps with elephants, his fifteenyear long rampage through Italy, the counter-invasion of
Spain and Carthage by his nemesis Scipio Africanus, and
of the frightful destruction and razing of Rome’s greatest
rival city.
The Punic Wars were one of the great turning points of
European history, which determined the language, culture
and the direction which Europe took for the next two
millennia.
It is a stirring account of bravery, treachery, destruction and
ultimately victory —the essential ingredients of a struggle
which eventually became legend.
Paperback, 126 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover, $18.95

History of Cyrus the Great
By Jacob Abbott. Cyrus II of Persia (c. 600–530 BC) was
the founder of the Achaemenid Empire, which expanded
to become one of the largest empires of the ancient world,
encompassing from the Mediterranean Sea and Hellespont
in the west to the Indus River in the east. Drawing upon
archaeological fact and the sometimes dubious histories
of Herodotus and Xenophon (with the author providing
the necessary caveats as to the historical accuracy where
necessary), this work tells of Cyrus’s childhood, education,
and how he came to the throne. From there, the story follows
Cyrus’s dealings with—and likely manipulations of—the
famous Oracles, and the conquests of Lydia, Babylon, and
the expansion of his empire’s borders. Along the way, the
author weaves in fascinating details of Cyrus’s interactions
with his civil servants and their families—including
events which reveal both the
humanness of mankind over
2000 years ago—and also the
great brutality to which they
could stoop.
The Hanging Gardens of
Babylon, the incredible size
of the ancient cities, and the
captivity of the Jews all form
important segments of the
story of Cyrus.
Paperback, 140 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.95
Hardcover, $18.19

Cleopatra
By Jacob Abbott. Cleopatra VII was more than the last
Macedonian Queen of Egypt. She was a femme fatale of
epic proportion, ensnaring the two mightiest Romans of
her time, Julius Caesar and Mark Antony, with her famed
beauty and intelligence. The story of Cleopatra reads like a
modern thriller. From her murderous family, who were not
averse to killing parents, siblings, and their own children, to
the civil wars between Pompey, Caesar, Octavian Augustus,
Brutus, and Mark Antony, the tale of this last queen of Egypt
is filled with high drama, tension and, ultimately, tragedy.
She later elevated her son with Caesar, Caesarion, to coruler in name. After Caesar’s assassination in 44 BC, she
aligned with Mark Antony in opposition to Caesar’s legal heir,
Gaius Julius Caesar Octavianus (later known as Augustus).
With Antony, she bore the twins Cleopatra Selene II and
Alexander Helios, and another
son, Ptolemy Philadelphus.
After losing the Battle of Actium
to Octavian’s forces, Antony
committed suicide.
Cleopatra
followed
suit,
according to tradition killing
herself by means of an asp bite
on August 12, 30 BC. Egypt
became the Roman province of
Aegyptus.
Paperback, 152 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.95
Hardcover $20.24

Alexander the Great
By Jacob Abbott. By the age of
33, Alexander of Macedon had
conquered most of the known
world and would have seized
more, had he not met an early
end.
This incredible true story of a
young king, barely out of his
teens, who took on the might
of the Persian Empire and won
military victories of staggering
significance, is one of the
greatest true tales ever told.
From his homeland in the north of Greece, Alexander
swept through southern Greece, crossed the Hellespont
and marched through all of Asia Minor, the Middle East,
Mesopotamia and Egypt.
He achieved incredible victories for eleven years of almost
continual warfare against astounding odds, and was the
only military leader in history never to suffer defeat in battle.
From the almost legendary siege of Tyre (where he built a
causeway across a kilometer of sea to reach his foe) to the
great Battle of Gaugamela, Alexander seemed invincible,
until he was undone at last by his own personal weakness.
This book does not shy away from probing Alexander’s dark
personality traits and the degeneration of his personal life
which caused his early death. Illustrated, index.
Paperback, 126 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.49
Hardcover, $18.94

Category: AFRICA
Cecil Rhodes
By Ian. D. Colvin. Cecil John
Rhodes (5 July 1853–26 March
1902) was an English-born
businessman, mining magnate,
and politician who won fame
not only for being the wealthiest
man in the world, sixth Prime
Minister of the Cape Colony in
South Africa, founder of the
diamond company De Beers
(which today still controls
around 40 percent of the world
diamond trade) and British Imperialist of note.
Rhodes was also the founder of the country which became
known as Rhodesia.
This remarkable book details much of Rhodes’s life which
is often hidden from public view: his racial policies, which
were firmly based on racial segregation; his ardent desire
to seek conciliation and peace with the Boers, whom he
regarded as of the “same race” as the British, and his
support for Irish nationalism under the banner of European
unity. Completely reformatted and illustrated.
Ian Duncan Colvin (1877—1938) was a British journalist
and historian, who wrote for the Morning Post and other
newspapers.
Paperback, 64 pages, 6” x 9”, $5.95
Hardcover $15.99

Barbarian Cruelty: An EyeWitness Account of White
Slavery under the Moors
By Francis Brooks. During
the 1600s, Barbary corsairs—
pirates from the Barbary Coast
of North Africa—were at their
most active and terrible. With
the full support of the Moorish
rulers of North Africa, these
Muslim slavers raided southern
Europe, the Atlantic European
coast, Britain and Ireland
almost at will. Most estimates—
based on the size of the Moorish cities—indicate that by
1780, at least 1.2 million Europeans had been seized. Very
few ever managed to escape, and most ended their days
dying of starvation, disease, or maltreatment. A tiny number
converted to Islam—a way of guaranteeing freedom, as
only kuffars were enslaved—and an even smaller number
escaped. This book, first published in 1693, contains one
of the few genuine eye-witness accounts, written by a white
slave who managed to escape. Its graphic description of
the lot of white slaves, the Moorish relations with the Jews
of North Africa, the conditions of the time and the author’s
eventual escape, cast a dramatic and nowadays, oft-hidden
light upon the time when whites were enslaved.
Paperback, 52 pages, 6” x 9”, $6.95

The Great Boer War
By Arthur Conan Doyle. Better known for hisSherlock
Holmes books, Conan Doyle’s book was one of the first
complete histories of the Anglo-Boer War as-it-happened.
Published in 1902, Doyle’s book became the standard
by which all other histories of that conflict became to be
measured. “Take a community of Dutchmen of the type of
those who defended themselves for fifty years against all the
power of Spain at a time when Spain was the greatest power
in the world. “Intermix with them a strain of those inflexible
French Huguenots who gaveup home and fortune and left
their country for ever at the time of the revocation of the
Edict of Nantes. The product must obviously be one of the
most rugged, virile, unconquerable races ever seen upon
earth. “Take this formidable people and train them for seven
generations in constant warfare against savage men and
ferocious beasts, in circumstances under which no weakling
could survive... Combine all
these qualities and all these
impulses in one individual, and
you have the modern Boer—
the most formidable antagonist
who ever crossed the path of
Imperial Britain.”—From the
first chapter.
Now completely reset with two
dozen unique and rare pictures
from the conflict.
Paperback, oversize, 262
pages, $9.95

White Slavery in the Barbary States
By Charles Sumner. Written by one of America’s most
famous slavery abolitionist activists of the mid-nineteenth
century, this work provides a fascinating insight into a period
of history now largely suppressed from view by political
correctness—a time when at least 1 million Europeans were
seized and sold into slavery by the nonwhites of North Africa.
The author provides a full background to the Islamic slave
trade in white people and includes little-known details such
as how the Muslim pirates even seized groups of Pilgrims
on their way to North America. The author also points
out the evil of slavery worldwide, and of how Charles V of
Spain simultaneously fought Barbary slavery while granting
European traders the right to export slaves to the Spanish
colonies in the New World: “Charles lived long enough to
repent what he had thus inconsiderately done. Certain it is,
no single concession, recorded
in history, of king or emperor,
has produced such disastrous
far-reaching consequences.”
A remarkable work which
contributes to a greater
understanding of the mentality
behind slavery—and the reality
that Europeans were as much
victims of this evil practice as
any other people.
Paperback, 88 pages, 6” x 9”,
$6.95
Hardcover, $17.51

The Barbary Rovers
By John Finnemore. The
Barbary pirates operated for
over 300 years from the time
of the expulsion of the Moors
from Spain in 1492 until the
occupation of Algiers by France
in 1831.
More
than
one
million
Europeans were seized in
raids on Europe’s coasts while
citizens from every white nation
whose ships sailed the seas,
fell victim to the Muslim slave
traders.
This book, first published in a time when authors could
speak freely, pulls no punches on the racial undertones
to the North African slave trade, and provides a complete
overview of the rise of the “Scourge of Christendom” until
its destruction at the hands of combined European and
American military strikes in the early nineteenth century.
“Mr. Shaler, the American consul, saw them, and he
remarked that the horrors of the negro slave trade were
tender mercies when compared with the sufferings which
were inflicted upon the inhabitants of Italy and Spain by
these detestable barbarians.”
A startling account of one of the most suppressed periods
in history.
Paperback, 80 pages, 6” x 9”, $6.95
Hardcover, $17.60

Wild Life under the Equator
By Paul du Chaillu. The second
classic study of African wildlife,
culture, and native tribes as
they existed in the mid-1800s,
written by the first European
explorer to confirm the existence
of gorillas and African pygmies.
It describes in vivid detail
African life before the advent
of European colonization,
and the astonishing practices,
culture and environment which
existed at this time. This work is
particularly valuable as it shows,
without prejudice or favor, Africa as it was, as seen by one of
the first European explorers to set foot inside the interior of
the Dark Continent. Read of the “costumes of some African
kings” (consisting of old torn shirts obtained from passing
European ships, or European shoes handed down for two
generations like a holy relic), African witchcraft, and much
more.
This book is another eye-opening account of Africa in
its natural state, and contains many sobering lessons
applicable to the present-day—if the reader has the vision
to see and understand their meaning.
This is a hand-restored and re-set edition, complete with
original illustrations.
Paperback, 168 pages, 6” x 9”, $8.95
Hardcover $19,66

The Story of H. M. Stanley
By Vautier Golding. Illustrated by L. D. Luard. The
astonishing life of Sir Henry Morton Stanley (born John
Rowlands, 1841–1904), Welsh journalist, adventurer, and
explorer is related here, beginning with his childhood and
continuing through to his serving on both sides in the
American Civil War, and his extensive explorations in Africa.
It was these last adventures—which included a search for
the origin of the Nile and a dramatic expedition to find the
lost missionary and explorer David Livingstone, for which
Stanley won the most fame.
Stanley is also known for his search for the source of the
Nile, his work in and development of the Congo Basin
region in association with King Leopold II of Belgium and
for commanding the Emin Pasha Relief Expedition. He was
knighted in 1899. Stanley was one of the last great European
explorers and adventurers, and
was knighted for his feats. His
daring tales of bravado, while
struggling against seemingly
impossible odds, will inspire
the modern reader. His grave is
inscribed with the words “Henry
Morton Stanley, Bula Matari,
1841–1904,
Africa”.
Bula
Matari, translates as “Breaker of
Rocks.”
Paperback, 66 pages, 6” x 9”,
$6.95
Hardcover, $17.54

The Country of the Dwarfs
By Paul du Chaillu. The fifth classic study of African wildlife,
culture, and native tribes as they existed in the mid-1800s,
written by the first European explorer to confirm the existence
of gorillas and African pygmies. It describes in vivid detail
African life before the advent of European colonization, and
the astonishing practices, culture, and environment which
existed at that time. This work is particularly valuable as it
shows, without prejudice or favor, Africa as it was, as seen
by one of the first European explorers to set foot inside
the interior of the Dark Continent. This last book of his
adventures in Equatorial Africa tells of the second of his
two great discoveries: that of the Pygmy people of Africa,
previously only mentioned in the work of Herodotus and
thought to be mythological. It also relates his astonishing
endeavors to reach the Nile. Not only did that expedition
fail, but his presence generated
enmity amongst many tribes,
who quite falsely believed that
he had brought sickness and
death to the natives.
Shot through the stomach with
a poisoned arrow, Du Chaillu
barely escaped this expedition
alive, and never returned to
Africa after it. Complete with
original illustrations.
Paperback, 220 pages, 6” x 9”,
$8.95
Hardcover, $20.18

Stories of the Gorilla
Country
By Paul du Chaillu. A classic
study of West African wildlife,
culture, and native tribes as
they existed in the mid-1800s,
written by the first European
explorer to confirm the
existence of gorillas and African
pygmies. The author spent
more than five years living
among the tribes of Africa,
closely observing their customs,
culture, and their interactions
with the surrounding wildlife.
His accounts of native cannibalism, witchcraft, torture,
slavery—and the existence of gorillas, till then only hinted
at in a fifth Century BC Carthaginian script—led many
Europeans and Americans to dispute Du Chaillu’s veracity.
All his observations were however proven correct, and this
book went on to become highly regarded and inspired a
whole new set of European explorers to penetrate the Dark
Continent. Read of the African “kings” and their ragged
subjects, the truth of African-upon-African slavetrading,
the dark and murderous arts of witchdoctors, the almost
supernatural awe in which natives held the seemingly allpowerful white person, and, of course, the gorillas of West
Africa, with whom the natives waged an ongoing war.
Paperback, 224 pages, 6” x 9”, $9.95
Hardcover, $19.95

Lost in the Jungle
By Paul du Chaillu. The third
classic study of African wildlife,
culture, and native tribes as
they existed in the mid-1800s,
written by the first European
explorer to confirm the existence
of gorillas and African pygmies.
It describes in vivid detail
African life before the advent
of European colonization,
and the astonishing practices,
culture, and environment which
existed at this time. This work is
particularly valuable as it shows,
without prejudice or favor, Africa as it was, as seen by one
of the first European explorers to set foot inside the interior
of the Dark Continent. Read of witchcraft trials, and the
tribe members’ astonishment at their first sight of a white
man, their amazement at everyday items such as clothes,
shoes, socks, hats, a music-box, and a mirror, and of how
the Apingi tribe appointed him as king. This is truly a story
of how a white man went where no European had ever gone
before. This book is another eye-opening account of Africa
in its natural state, and contains many sobering lessons
applicable to the present-day—if the reader has the vision to
see and understand their meaning. This is a hand-restored
and re-set edition, complete with original illustrations.
Paperback, 200 pages, 6” x 9”, $9.95
Hardcover $19.95

My Apingi Kingdom
By Paul du Chaillu. The fourth classic study of African
wildlife, culture, and native tribes as they existed in the mid1800s, written by the first European explorer to confirm the
existence of gorillas and African pygmies. It describes in vivid
detail African life before the advent of European colonization,
and the astonishing practices, culture, and environment
which existed at that time. This work is particularly valuable
as it shows, without prejudice or favor, Africa as it was, as
seen by one of the first European explorers to set foot inside
the interior of the Dark Continent. Made king of a tribe
after awing them with simple, everyday European items
such as shoes, clothes, socks, hats, and guns, Du Chaillu
relates how he tried to bring some sort of order into the
chaotic and unpredictable tribal life of his subjects—to no
avail. He then moves on to describe the lifestyle, culture,
and physical appearance of
neighboring tribes, including
the more mixed Islam-adhering
racial types to the north. He
discusses African slavery, both
by their own people and by the
Arab slave traders. This volume
also includes many fascinating
observations about African
wildlife and is another eyeopening account of Africa.
Paperback, 190 pages, 6” x 9”,
$9.95
Hardcover $18.95

Explorations and Adventures in Equatorial Africa
By Paul du Chaillu. One of the most famous early white
explorers of central West Africa, the American Paul du Chaillu
won fame for confirming the existence of the gorilla—and
for his accurate and breathtaking descriptions of the life,
customs and behavior of Africans in the pre-colonial era.
This work contains vivid and uncensored descriptions of
native African cannibalism, tribal warfare, witchdoctors,
superstition, and technology. His astute observations were
even used by Oxford University professor John R. Baker in a
section on African cognitive ability in his classic work Race.
Du Chaillu was an unbiased observer, who genuinely felt
sympathy with the Africans, and wrote down what he saw,
without embellishment or exaggeration. His description of
African slavery in particular, is highly relevant, written as it
was against the backdrop of the then still ongoing Atlantic
Slave Trade. This masterpiece
of anthropology is no dry read,
but an exciting tale of adventure
in an era when the author was
literally the first white man
many of these interior tribes
had ever seen.
Completely reset and contains
all 80 illustrations and maps
which accompanied the original
work.
Paperback, 502 pages, 6” x 9”,
$15.95
Hardcover $25.95

A Journey to Ashango-land,
and Further Penetration
into Equatorial Africa
By Paul B. du Chaillu. One of
the most famous early white
explorers of central West Africa,
the American Paul du Chaillu
won fame for confirming the
existence of the gorilla—and for
his accurate and breathtaking
descriptions of the life, customs
and behavior of Africans in the
pre-colonial era. This book
was written after the author’s
last expedition into the African
interior when Du Chaillu set out with the intention of reaching
the Nile River. After over a year of travel, the expedition
failed and he was forced back after being wounded by a
poison arrow during an attack by a hostile interior tribe. The
high adventure of Du Chaillu’s expedition—and brutally
frank descriptions of his encounters with the natives—are
just part of what makes this work a compelling read. It
also contains vivid and uncensored descriptions of native
African culture, cannibalism, tribal warfare, witchdoctors,
superstition, and technology.
This new edition has been completely reset and contains all
23 illustrations and maps which accompanied the original
work.
Paperback, 386 pages, 6” x 9”, $12.95
Hardcover $24.30

Romance of Empire: South
Africa
By Ian D. Colvin. Part of the
Romance of Empire series
produced in London during
the first decade of the twentieth
century, this dashing sweep of
South African colonial history
tells the story of the tip of Africa
from the first European sighting
in the 1400s right through to
the end of the Second AngloBoer War in 1902.
A
marvelously
politically
incorrect book, this work draws
upon original colonial records and accounts to provide
insights into the story of the longest lasting—and most
influential—of European settlements in Africa.
Read the thrilling accounts of the early Portuguese
explorations, the arrival of the first Dutch colonists, the
growth of the Cape Colony, the advent of slavery and its
repercussions, the British occupation of the Cape, the
endless frontier “Kaffir Wars”, the Great Trek, the war with
the Zulus, and finally the awful clash between Boer and Brit.
An enthralling story, told in a forthright, frank but utterly
engrossing style which covers from the earliest European
explorations, their interactions with the natives, and the
development of the land up to the 20th century.
Paperback, 262 pages, 6” x 9”, $9.95
Hardcover $21.41

Cecil Rhodes: Man and Empire-Maker
By Princess Catherine Radziwill. Despite its title, this book
is not a biography of the English Imperialist but rather an
on-the-spot and personal review of the tumultuous events
leading up to, during, and immediately after the South
African War of 1899–1902.
Basing much of her account on personal observations and
interviews, the author provides a fascinating overview of
many of the intrigues and personalities of the time. She was
also able to clearly discern through the fog of war the real
reason for the conflict:
“Whilst touching upon the subject of the Transvaal, I may
say a word concerning the strangely mixed population, for
the sake of whom, officially, Britain went to war. The British
public was told that it was necessary to fight President
Kruger because Englishmen in the Transvaal were being
ill-treated and denied their
legitimate rights. In reality, this
was one of those conventional
reasons, lacking common
sense and veracity, upon which
nations are so often fed.
“The war, which was supposed
to win the franchise for
Englishmen in the Transvaal,
was in reality fought for the
advantage of foreigners.”
Paperback, 174 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.95
Hardcover $18.78

A History of Rhodesia
By Howard Hensman. This is the earliest history of the
British colony of Rhodesia. Written only eight years after the
first white settlement and based on exclusive access to the
files of Cecil John Rhodes’s British South Africa Company,
this book became the benchmark for all other works which
studied the creation of the most daring European colony of
all in Southern Africa.
It is more than the exciting history of the Pioneer Column: it
details the tumultuous events of the Matabele Wars, the last
stand of Allan Wilson, Rhodes’s personal intervention to the
Matabele to halt the fighting, and much more.
It also follows the further adventures of Cecil Rhodes and
the Rhodesian militia who served in the British forces during
the Second Anglo-Boer War of 1899 to 1902, and the siege
of Kimberly in particualr.
Written by one of Britain’s
leading war correspondents,
A History of Rhodesia is a
book of its time: unashamedly
jingoistic, pro-Empire, antiBoer and anti-Matabele, it
provides a remarkable insight
into the personalities and
mindset of the builders of the
men who helped to build the
British Empire.
Paperback, 222 pages,
6” x 9”, $9.95
Hardcover $23.95

Category: LEGENDS AND MYTHOLOGY
Myths of the Norsemen from
the Eddas and the Sagas
By H. A. Guerber. A comprehensive overview of Norse legend and mythology, and a treasure trove of historical marvels,
tales of glory and death, defeat
and victory. Drawing upon the
rich legacy of the Eddas and
Sagas, this work traces not only
the full pantheon of the Northern Gods and their foes, but
also provides a fascinating insight into the historical origins
of some of the main characters—who appear to have been based on real-life characters
whose deeds immortalized them into legend—and finally a
comparison with classical Greek mythological characters,
showing the interrelatedness of the great Indo-European
peoples. It also discusses in detail how the early Christian
missionaries merged many of the Norse beliefs into Christianity—such as the transference to the Christian holiday of
Easter the attributes of the goddess Eástre (Ostara), from
whom it took its name, “Christmas” from Yule, and Hell
from the Norse goddess of the underworld, Hel, among
many others.
Paperback, 446 pages, 6” x 9”, $14.95
Hardcover, $25.28

Peer Gynt: A Dramatic
Poem
By Henrik Ibsen. Peer Gynt is
Norwegian playwright Henrik
Ibsen’s most celebrated work,
based loosely on the Scandinavian fairy tale character, Per
Gynt. It tells of the adventures
of the seemingly amoral character of that name. The five-act
play starts with Peer running off
with the bride at another man’s
wedding, and continues in a
similar vein, including outrageous adventures such as his
drunken interactions with three amorous dairymaids who
are waiting to be courted by trolls; his meeting the king of
the mountain trolls; his departure to North Africa (where he
earns money from the slave trade and sending idols to China); his adoption by a Bedouin tribe as prophet; his move to
Egypt and his conversations with the Sphinx; and finally, his
return home where he is confronted with an accounting of
his life. In a dramatic final scene, he is confronted with the
Button-moulder, who maintains that Peer’s soul must be
melted down with other faulty goods unless he can explain
when and where in life he has been “himself.”
Paperback, 116 pages, 6” x 9”, $9.95
Hardcover, $21.71

Stories from the Faerie Queen Told to the Children
By Jeanie Lang. A masterful retelling of the major stories
contained in Edmund Spenser’s classic English epic
poem, The Faerie Queen. This work is based on the original
1590 book which is one of the longest poems in the English
language.
The stories were collected by Spenser and rearranged in
an allegorical work which represented much of Elizabethan
society, focusing on the virtues of several knights and their
adventures. As Spenser wrote of his original work, the aim
of the poem was to “fashion a gentleman or noble person
in virtuous and gentle discipline.”
This edition, aimed primarily at younger readers, takes on
the form of a more conventional book, and includes many
of the classic stories which have achieved almost legendary
status, such as the story of St.
George and the Dragon, and
Una and the Lion.
It is a vital work for anyone
seeking a well-rounded classical
education.
This
version
has
been
completely reset and handedited and contains all the
original illustrations by Rose Le
Quesne.
Paperback, 70 pages, 6” x 9”,
$5.95
Hardcover $17.85

The Story of Saint Christopher and The Story of
Saint Cuthbert
By Mary MacGregor. Two beautifully-written retellings of
the legend of St. Christopher—which is largely allegorical—
and of the real-life story of St. Cuthbert, one of the most
important early Medieval Christian religious figures of
northern England, by master storyteller Mary MacGregor.
The legend of St. Christopher first appeared in western
Europe during the ninth century, and told the story of an
extraordinarily tall man named Offero who, after first serving
Satan, converted to Christianity and one day unknowingly
carried the young Jesus across a river. There is little concrete
evidence that Christopher actually existed, and the legend
was most likely derived from the story of Saint Menas, a
third century Egyptian in the Roman army, executed for
refusing to recant his Christian
faith. The story of St. Cuthbert
is based on the life of an early
Celtic Christian monk who,
through his life and work, made
famous the monasteries of
Melrose and Lindisfarne in
Northumbria in the Northeast
of England. He carried out
missionary work all over Britain
and Ireland.
Paperback, 42 pages,
6” x 9”, $5.95
Hardcover, $16.95

The Mabinogion: Translated
from the Red Book of
Hergest
Translated from the Red Book
of Hergest by Lady Charlotte
Guest. Introduction and footnotes by Owen Edwards. The
complete collection of eleven prose stories collated from
medieval Welsh manuscripts.
Drawing on pre-Christian Celtic
mythology—with some of the
themes having been dated back
to the early Iron Age—this marvelous compendium of tales
contains some of the oldest European folklore in existence.
The source material—the Red Book of Hergest, or Llyfr
Goch Hergest, first appeared around 1382 as a complete
document, although older manuscript fragments have been
found. It includes the three Welsh versions of the Arthurian
Tales, the tales of Kilhwch and Olwen, the Dream of Maxen
Wledig, and Pryderi fab Pwyll, king of Dyfed, and contains the
Four Branches of the Mabinogi—which tell of his parents,
birth, marriage, conflict, adventures, and ultimate tragedy.
This volume contains the oldest works of Welsh mythology.
Contains all the wonderful original artwork which appeared
in the famous 1902 edition assembled by Welsh scholar
Owen Edwards.
Paperback, 278 pages, 6” x 9”, $10.95
Hardcover, $21.62

Stories of William Tell and
His Friends Told to the
Children
By H. E. Marshall. The legend
of William Tell takes on new
meaning in this wonderful
retelling by master storyteller H.
E. Marshall. William Tell is the
folk hero of Switzerland whose
exploits were first recorded
in a fifteenth-century Swiss
chronicle. Set in the time of the
first Swiss Confederacy, Tell’s
story runs alongside that of
the struggle for independence
waged against the Holy Roman Empire by the Alpine nation.
According to the legend, Gessler, a newly-appointed Austrian
ruler of two local regions, caused his hat to be placed on a
raised a pole in the central square of a village, and ordered
that all the townsfolk bow before it. When Tell refused to
bow to the hat, Gessler ordered Tell’s son to be seized. The
tyrannical ruler then demanded that Tell shoot an apple off
his son’s head or both of them would be executed. Tell took
the shot, and succeeded… From there, numerous incidents
took place which led to the assassination of Gessler, an act
that sparked the Swiss rebellion. There is no real evidence
that William Tell actually existed or that the events recounted
in the legend really took place.
Paperback, 60 pages, 6” x 9”, $5.95
Hardcover: $17.69

The Boys’ Cuchulain: Heroic Legends of Ireland
By Eleanor Hull. A perfect introduction for those wishing
to gain a knowledge and understanding of the legends
around the Irish mythological hero Cuchulain, the ‘ancient
defender of Ireland’ and that nation’s greatest warrior, as
contained in the myths of the Ulster Cycle. The son of the
god Lugh and Deichtine, Cuchulain gained his name as a
child after he killed the blacksmith Culann’s fierce guarddog in self-defence and offered to take its place until a
replacement could be reared. For this he was renamed Cú
Chulainn — “Culann’s hound.” The tale then follows the
rest of Cuchulain’s life, telling of his great deeds such as
the time when as a youngster he single-handedly defended
Ulster against the armies of Queen Meave of Connacht,
his deadly Gáe Bolga, also known as the “Bellows Spear”,
the fairy swan maidens, and of his great tragedies such as
the time he slew his own son,
Conla. Woven into these
magical stories are hints at real
persons and events, so that the
legend of Cuchulain came to
be a major part of Irish folklore
and history. Originally geared
at younger readers, the text is
eminently readable by adults
as well, and is one of the best
overviews of this wonderful tale.
Paperback, 212 pages, 6” x 9”,
$8.95
Hardcover, $20.22

Stories of Siegfried Told to the Children
By Mary MacGregor. The marvelous Germanic legends of
the Nibelungenlied—The Song of the Nibelungs—retold
especially for children are a wonderful way to introduce
young people to an enthralling part of European culture
and heritage. The Nibelungenlied is an epic poem in Middle
High German, drawn from ancient Germanic heroic motifs
from 1100. This version tells the complex tale of Siegfried
and his life’s adventures, beginning with the time he was
hidden away in the care of the dwarf Mimer, his acquisition
of the magic sword Balmung, and the slaying of the dragon
Regin. As a result of being bathed in the dragon’s blood—
except for a small patch on his back—Siegfried became
invincible and a great hero-warrior. It continues with the
acquisition of his Cloak of Darkness, his wand, his seizure
of the dwarves’ treasure, his battle with Queen Brunhild of
Isenland and his wooing of the
maiden princess Kriemhild.
Finally, it tells of his betrayal and
death, stabbed in the back by a
traitor who had been guided to
his one vulnerable spot. Now
completely reset and including
its original illustrations, this
classic work is set to enchant
an entirely new generation of
readers.
Paperback, 76 pages, 6” x 9”,
$5.95
Hardcover, $16.95

Stories of Roland Told to
the Children
By H. E. Marshall. The classic
Romantic French epic poem,
known as The Song of Roland, (La Chanson de Roland)
retold for younger readers. The
Song of Roland is one of the
oldest surviving major works of
French literature, dating from
around 1150 AD. Although The
Song of Roland is presented
as part of the great war between the European Franks
under Charlemagne and the
Moorish invaders of Spain, it is a highly embroidered and
romanticized version which is only very loosely based on
real events. The story unfolds as Charlemagne and his great
army are fighting Muslim invaders in Spain, and follows the
story of the great Frankish captain Roland until shortly after his death at the hands of a Muslim attack. The events
are based loosely on the Battle of Roncevaux Pass of 778
AD, when the leader of Charlemagne’s rearguard army was
killed in an ambush set by a Basque army. The Song of
Roland took these events and romanticized them into a major conflict between Christians and Muslims—when in fact
both sides in the battle were Christian. Completely reset and
hand-edited, and contains all the original illustrations.
Paperback, 70 pages, 6” x 9”, $5.95
Hardcover, $16.95

Stories from Wagner Told
to the Children
By C. E. Smith. A knowledge
of great European cultural
works is vital for any wellrounded classical education,
and the anti-European bias of
many present-day educational
curricula has led to the
deliberate downplaying of great
works of art such as Richard
Wagner’s wonderful operas.
Although this work was
originally designed for younger
readers, older persons seeking
an introduction to Wagner’s tales will find it equally readable
and compelling. It tells the full storyline of three of his most
famous works: The Flying Dutchman, Lohengrin, and The
Mastersingers of Nuremberg, in easy-to-read format which
will open up the world of Wagner—to readers of all ages,
old and young alike. Although originally meant for younger
readers, adults will also benefit from reading this work.
Once familiar with the plot, viewing the actual opera
becomes immeasurably more pleasurable, and opens up
a greater understanding of the dynamics of Wagnerian
themes, motifs, and their underlying meaning.
Completely reset and hand-edited with all the original
illustrations.
Paperback, 66 pages, 6” x 9”, $5.95
Hardcover $17.59

Stories of Beowulf Told to the Children
By H.E. Marshall. Originally written for a younger audience,
this wonderful retelling of the Old English heroic epic poem
Beowulf is one of the best introductions to this fine work
of classic European mythology. It is without question one
of the most important works of Anglo-Saxon literature. Set
in Scandinavia, this epic tells the story of Beowulf, a hero
of the Geats in Scandinavia, who comes to help Hroðgar,
the king of the Danes, whose mead hall is under attack by
a monster known as Grendel. Beowulf slays Grendel, but
the monster’s mother then also attacks the mead hall in
revenge. After another great battle, Beowulf defeats the
second monster, and returns home in great glory and
becomes king of the Geats. Later in his reign, Beowulf is
called upon to battle a dragon. Although he defeats the
beast, he is fatally wounded in the struggle, and dies. His
people bury the great king in a
burial mound in Geatland, and
his name passes into legend.
H.E. Marshall’s clear and
concise style make her works
easy reading not just for young
people, but for all ages, and her
books have stood the test of
time to become great classics.
Her version of Beowulf is no
exception.
Paperback, 60 pages, 6” x 9”,
$5.95
Hardcover, $17.61

Page, Esquire, and Knight: A Book of Chivalry
By Marion Florence Lansing. Illustrated by Charles
Copeland. Fifteen exciting stories from the Medieval era
of Knights, Courtly Love, and Chivalry, selected, arranged,
and retold by Marion Florence Lansing. Beginning with the
immortal story of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round
Table, the book also covers Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight, and Arthur’s passing, before moving on to the era
of Charlemagne. Here, drawing upon real life events of such
magnitude that they quickly passed into legend, the reader
will find the stories of Roland and his death, Godfrey and
the Crusades, the origin of the story of St. George and the
Dragon, and Chevalier Bayard, among many others. The
author inserted guide notes for teachers, suggesting themes
for educating the young, and further reading suggestions at
the end of the book. This work contains all the original text
and its accompanying beautiful
illustrations, and has been
complete reset and digitally
restored to better than original
quality. “Chivalry ceased to be
of practical value only when
the conditions of civilization
called for men of peace rather
than war, and the perfect knight
was replaced by the perfect
gentleman.”—from the Preface.
Paperback, 108 pages, 6” x 9”,
$6.95
Hardcover, $18.26

Legends of the Rhine
By H. A. Guerber. The finest
collection of myths, sagas
and adventures to emerge
from Germanic mythology are
captured in this classic work.
Tracing the route of the mighty
Rhine River, the reader will
delve into some of the greatest
legends ever to emerge from
Germany in the Middle Ages,
superbly retold in English.
Explore the original stories of
the Sunken City, the Beggar’s
Curse, the Swan Knight, the
Prince’s Vow, the Story of Siegfried, the Devil’s Wager at
Cologne, the Eleven Thousand Virgins, the Magic Ring of
Aix-La-Chapelle, Roland’s First Adventure, Clovis’s Vow,
the Legend of St. Genevieve, the Last of the Templars,
Barbarossa’s Beard, the Altar of Bacchus, the Robber
Knight, Charlemagne and Elbegast, the Devil and the
Rooster, Barbarossa’s Sleep, and many, many more.
The reader will be astonished to discover that a very large
number of traditional and well-loved tales in German,
Frnech and English alike, all have their origin in these
Germanic myths—for example, the story of Sleeping Beauty
comes from one of the Siegfried tales, as evident from this
magnificent book.
Paperback, 352 pages, 6” x 9”, $11.95
Hardcover, $22.68

Cuchulain of Muirthemne:
The Story of the Men of the
Red Branch of Ulster
Arranged and put into English
by Lady Gregory, with a Preface
by W. B. Yeats. The world’s
foremost translation into English
of the legends surrounding
ancient Irish mythological
folk hero Cuchulain. Parts of
this work are derived from
some of the oldest tales in all
European history, predating
the Norse Sagas, Beowulf, and
the Nibelungenliedby hundreds
of years. Compiled from ancient oral and written versions of
the original Gaelic, this work combines the greatest events
of the life of Cuchulain and the Ulster Cycle, weaving them
together into a coherent, uplifting, and highly satisfying
tale of bravery, hardiness, strength, courage, and love. It is
a classic in the pantheon of the Western World’s greatest
literature. Lady Gregory’s translation faithfully captures the
indigenous Irish style with which she was so familiar and
which was missing from all previous English versions. First
published in 1902, it quickly became the standard English
text of this majestic literary work. W. B. Yeats stated in his
introduction that he thought “this book is the best that has
come out of Ireland in my time.”
Paperback, 300 pages, 6” x 9”, $11.95
Hardcover, $21.53

In the Days of Giants: A Book of Norse Tales
By Abbie Farwell Brown. A delightful retelling of some of the
most loved and famous Norse tales—from the beginning of
the world, and how Odin traded one of his eyes in exchange
for wisdom, to the use of the god Kvasir’s blood to create
the “Mead of Poetry,” and the cataclysmic intrigues with the
Jötun giants.
Read here of the tales of Skadi, Loki and his evil children,
Thor’s Quest, the dwarfs and their gifts, Balder and the
mistletoe, and finally the captivity of Loki, awaiting the
Ragnarök, or end of the earth.
An enthralling read which will provide old and young alike
with new insights into one of the most majestic European
mythological story sets.
“This book is made of the stories told by the Northern folk,—
the people who live in the land of the midnight sun, where
summer is green and pleasant,
but winter is a terrible time of
cold and gloom; where rocky
mountains tower like huge
giants, over whose heads the
thunder rolls and crashes, and
under whose feet are mines of
precious metals. Therefore you
will find the tales full of giants
and dwarfs,—spirits of the cold
mountains and dark caverns.”
Paperback, 130 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.95
Hardcover, $18.22

Celtic Tales Told To the Children
By Louey Chisholm. Illustrated by Katherine Cameron. A
wonderfully illustrated classic, hand-edited and restored to
its former glory.
Directed primarily at children, this enchanting book contains
three classic Celtic legends: The Star-Eyed Deirdre, The
Four White Swans, and Dermat and Grania.
Set in the age of the great Celtic realms in Scotland and
Ireland, each tale bristles with intrigue, magic, action and
wizardry to enthrall readers of all ages.
It was in the retelling of the tales that the author excelled. As he
explained: “This little book was written after several variants
of the Tales had been read:—Old Celtic Romances, by
Dr. Joyce;Reliquae Celticae, by Dr. Cameron; The Pursuit
after Diarmud O’Duibhne and Grainne the daughter of
Cormac Mac Airt, by Standish Hayes O’Grady; The Three
Sorrows of Story-telling, by Dr.
Douglas Hyde; The Laughter
of Peterkin, by Fiona Macleod,
and other translations and
retellings.”
An ideal way to introduce
young readers to the great
Celtic heritage and culture.
This
edition
has
been
completely reset and contains
all its original illustrations.
Paperback, 74 pages, 6” x 9”,
$6.95
Hardcover, $17.56

British
Goblins:
Welsh
Folklore, Fairy Mythology,
Legends and Traditions
By Wirt Sikes. One of the
most beautiful and complete
collections of stories, legends,
myths, folktales, and traditions
to ever emerge from Wales.
Compiled by the United States
consul for Wales in the late
nineteenth century, this volume
was the work of several years’
labor. Scouring the hills and
valleys of Wales after falling in
love with the land, the author
wrote down the oral traditions, stories, myths, and legends
related to him by the people he met on his travels. The
result was a spectacular work, divided up into four sections:
“Faerie Realm,” the “Spirit-World,” “Quaint Old Customs,”
and “Bells, Wells, Stones, and Dragons.” The reader will
not only learn of the greatest Welsh legends (including King
Arthur, Iolo ap Hugh, the Green Lady of Caerphilly), but also
of the local fairy stories and the superstitions of ancient—
and not so ancient—Wales. Rarely has a nation’s mythos
and essence been so elegantly captured as in this work.
The legacy of Welsh mythology and folklore has entered
the vocabulary of modern English, and spread around the
world, being some of the oldest tales in all Europe.
Paperback, 326 pages, 6” x 9”, $11.95
Hardcover, $21.95

Category: ASIA
The Story of Japan
By R. Van Bergen. One of
the first European-originated
histories of Japan to appear
in the English language, this
remarkable work revealed many
of the Asian nation’s ancient
secrets to the world—many
of which have once again
been lost in the mists of time
and political correctness. The
author tells the story of Japan
from its earliest recorded time,
but focuses in particular on its
relations with the outside world
and the effects of its interactions with European nations in
particular. Among the amazing revelations in this book:
-That writing was introduced to Japan from China via Korea,
-That the Japanese believed that trade missions from
Europe were a precursor to a white invasion and waged an
intense race war to halt them, including the promotion of
attacks and murders on European explorers and traders,
– That only after leading Japanese nobles went to Europe
‘under cover’ as humble servants to spy on European
intentions, was it realized that there was no white plan of
conquest.
Paperback, 212 pages, 6” x 9”, $9.95
Hardcover, $19.95

History of Genghis Khan
By Jacob Abbott. Genghis Khan,
or Temujin, famous in the West
for his and his descendants’
incursions into Eastern Europe,
conquered far more territory and
achieved greater political deeds
in Asia than anywhere else.
In this splendid review of the
life and times of the founder
and Great Khan (emperor) of
the Mongol Empire, master
storyteller Jacob Abbott once
again succeeds in retelling
history in a breathtaking format
which will take the reader on a broad sweep of a historical
process which ultimately had a major impact upon faraway
Europe as well.
Starting with an overview of the pastoral lifestyle which
characterized the nomadic Mongol people of the twelfth
century, Temujin’s early life, his close family intrigues and
his inevitable rise to power through his forceful will and
natural leadership abilities, the author provides a complete
backdrop to the process which led to the creation of
one of the largest contiguous land empires of all time. A
marvelously detailed account of this important character.
Paperback, 172 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover $18.84

Category: SCIENCE/NATURE
The
Wonder
Book
of
Chemistry
By Jean-Henri Fabre. Translated from the French by Florence
Constable Bicknell. A wondrous
introduction to the world of
chemistry, designed specifically
for younger readers with the intention of arousing their interest
in science.
Using everyday objects found
around the house or in the local
store, this book is set as a storyline in which an “Uncle Paul”
teaches his two nephews the
secrets behind building an artificial volcano; how to set metals on fire; the flammable properties of water; how to make
a fire hotter; how to make soap bubbles rise; how to make
invisible ink; the science behind effervescent wines, ciders,
and beer; how plants feed on carbon, water, and air—and
much, much more.
Fabre was a popular teacher, physicist, chemist and botanist. However, he is probably best known for his findings in
the field of entomology, the study of insects, and is considered by many to be the father of modern entomology. He
was also famous for his personal teaching style.
Paperback, 260 pages, 6” x 9”, $9.95
Hardcover, $20.57

The Story of My Boyhood and Youth
By John Muir. A fascinating autobiography of John Muir
(1838–1914)—founder and first president of the Sierra
Club, America’s oldest, largest, and most influential
grassroots environmental organization. Muir is renowned
to the present-day as one of the most famous American
naturalists, authors, amateur inventors, and early advocates
of preservation of wilderness in the United States, and as
late as 1988, was honored with the state of California’s first
ever official California commemorative day—John Muir Day
on April 21 each year. This engrossing and highly personal
work tells of his early years in his native Dunbar, East
Lothian, Scotland, his stern Scottish religious upbringing,
and his first forays into the study of nature—and then the
1849 announcement by his father with one day’s notice
that the family was emigrating
to America. Muir describes how
he helped his family create a
new life in Wisconsin. He took
to inventing all manner of clock
and calendar-based devices,
for which he quickly won
great renown. His pioneering
conservation
work
helped
establish many of America’s
most famous national parks.
Paperback, 156 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.95
Hardcover, $18.84

The Life of the Spider
By Jean-Henri Fabre. Written
by the founding father of
the
science
of
modern
entomology, this work remains
one of the standard studies
of the lifestyle, habits, mating
ceremonies, and astonishing
technical abilities of the spider
family. This book consists of
essays from that larger work,
and deals specifically with his
extensive observation and
experimentation with a variety
of spiders, from tarantulas to
house spiders.
The author was the first to document many hitherto
unknown aspects of his arachnid subjects, including their
manner of breeding, caring for their young, hunting, and
web-spinning.
His enduring popularity is due to his marvelous teaching
ability and his manner of writing about the lives of insects
in biographical form, which he preferred to a clinically
detached, journalistic mode of recording.
A highly readable text, delightfully devoid of the complicated
language which so often blights natural science books.
Paperback, 212 pages, 6” x 9”, $9.95
Hardcover: $20.34

Category: LITERATURE
The Ring of the Nibelung
By. J Cuthbert Hadden. A
concise and easily-readable
summary of the plot of the
epic four-cycle Richard Wagner
Opera, collectively known as
the Ring of the Nibelung.
Designed to make the plots of
the four “cycles” (or dramatic
operas) as easy to follow as
possible, the author deals with
each opera in its chronological
order: The Rhine Gold, The
Valkyrie, Siegfried and The
Twilight of the Gods.
These four operas are based on stories in the
Nibelungenlied, an epic poem in Middle High German
drawn from ancient Germanic heroic motifs.
The Nibelung of the title is the dwarf Alberich, and the ring
in question is the one he forged from the Rhine Gold, a
hoard held in trust by the Rhine Maidens.
The storyline is centred on the fate that the ring—which
possesses magical powers—has over its owners’ destinies.
Highly recommended for anyone wishing to gain a primary
understanding of the storyline and meaning of the various
operas of the Ring, and perfect as an introduction to the
Wagnerian culture.
Paperback, 54 pages, 5” x 8”, $5.95

Shakespeare’s Greatest
Hits: The Bard’s Best Plays
Told in Easy-to-Read Story
Format
Adapted from the work of
William Shakespeare.
Twenty of the most famous
plays by the Western World’s
greatest wordsmith come alive
in this modern, easy-to-read
retelling of their storylines.
Explore the main characters,
the plots, and the conclusions
of these timeless masterpieces
of higher civilization and
discover why the whole world holds the Bard of Stratfordupon-Avon in awe.
These stories are vital to any Eurocentric cultural education,
and no one of any standing should be in ignorance of them.
Now anyone can enjoy these works in the format of
conventional stories, rather than complicated plays—ideal
for adults and younger readers alike.
This book also includes a short overview of Shakespeare’s
life and has a final chapter consisting of many of the best
quotes and sage advice drawn directly from the text of this
“man for all ages.”
Paperback, 152 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.45
Hardcover, $18.69

The Iron Heel
By Jack London.A dramatic novel, set as a personal diary of
a socialist revolutionary taking part in an bloody and violent
uprising against plutocratic capitalism, first in the United
States, and then the world.
Written by the famed author of Call of the Wild and White
Fang, this book explicitly reveals the racial socialist worldview
of Jack London, and caused considerable controversy when
first published. The book runs on two levels: the first-hand
account of the revolutionary leader Avis Everhard, and then
in a series of extended footnotes by the scholar Anthony
Meredith. The manuscript, found “seven centuries” after
it was written,” provides “an estimable historical record”
of the great revolution, which London obviously felt was
necessary.
One of the first dystopian novels, The Iron Heel influenced
George
Orwell’s
Nineteen
Eighty-Four and many other
works of revolutionary fiction.
A
thrilling
read,
greatly
influenced by working peoples’
conditions and ultra-capitalist
exploitation of the time.
Despite its age, The Iron
Heel retains all of the energy,
power, and passion which made
it the premier revolutionary
book of its day.
Paperback, 238 pages,
6” x 9”, $8.95

The Sea Wolf
By Jack London. A gripping psychological thriller by the
famous author of The Call of the Wild and White Fang. It
tells the harrowing tale of an intellectual, Humphrey van
Weyden, who is unexpectedly plunged into a gritty world
of violence and terror world after being rescued from a
shipwreck by the demonic captain Wolf Larsen and his
vessel, the Ghost.
Loosely based on a real sea captain and characters the
author met in the San Francisco area, The Sea Wolf explores
all many dark aspects of the human psyche while weaving
a dramatic story which never lets up. The main character,
a literary critic, survivor of an ocean collision, comes under
the dominance of the powerful and amoral sea captain who
rescues him. Its first printing of forty thousand copies was
immediately sold out before publication on the strength of
London’s previous The Call of
the Wild.
A classic of English literature
which is guaranteed to keep the
reader turning the pages as the
characters slip from madness
to insanity and back again. This
is quite possibly Jack London’s
most engrossing work ever.
Now with a new introduction by
Sam Furlong.
Paperback, 296 pages, 6” x 9”,
$9.95
Hardcover, $20.59

The Republic
By Plato. Translated by
Benjamin Jowett. The complete
and
unabridged
master
translation, acknowledged as
the most superior and accurate
version of the original. The
Republic is one of Plato’s most
famous Socratic Dialogues,
written around 380 BC. It deals
with the definition of justice
and the best ordering and
character
of
government.
Presented in the form of a
discussion between Socrates
and other leading personalities, the book concludes that
the aristocratic state is the best form of government. It
should be ruled by a philosopher king with a “soul of gold,”
supported by a ruling caste, made up of soldiers (who have
“souls of silver”), whose job in the state is to force on the
majority the order established by the rulers. The majority of
the people (who have “souls of “bronze”) are, in contrast to
the first two classes, allowed to own property and produce
goods for themselves.
“The Republic” represents one of the pinnacles of Classical
Greek intellectual endeavor. Other topics discussed include
the theory of forms, the immortality of the soul, and the
roles of the philosopher and of poetry in society.
Paperback, 316 pages, 6” x 9”, $10.95
Hardcover $23.91

The Iliad
By Homer. Translated by
Samuel Butler. The Iliad,
written more than 2.500
years ago, remains one of the
classics of Western literature.
It originally appeared in poem
format, written in the rhythmic
dactylic hexameter format,
and tells the story of the ten
year siege of the city of Troy
during the Trojan War.
By way of flashbacks and
background setting, the work
is the main source of many
great legends of Greek mythology, including the cause
of the war (the lover Paris and his stolen bride, the halfgoddess Helen of Troy), the epic battle between the halfgod warrior Achilles and the Trojan hero Hector following
the death of Patroclus, the sack of Troy, and, of course, the
death of Achilles through his one vulnerable spot—his heel.
The Iliad was regarded as a cultural treasure in the time of
Classical Greece and its importance did not diminish with
time. The Renaissance allowed its appearance in Western
Europe and it has remained an important part of European
culture and heritage for nearly three millennia. This version
has been completely reset using the classic English
translation which converted the poetry to conventional text.
Paperback, 304 pages, 6” x 9”, $12.95
Hardcover $23.95

The Odyssey
By Homer. Translated by Samuel Butler. The Odyssey,
in part a sequel to the equally famous Iliad, is the second
oldest extant work of Western European literature,
composed in the eighth century BC. It tells the story of the
Greek hero Odysseus (known in Rome as Ulysses), king of
Ithaca, and his ten-year-long journey home at the end of the
Trojan War. Originally written as a poem in Greek dactylic
hexameter, the title of this classic work gave rise to the
word odyssey as meaning any epic voyage. The Odyssey
was regarded as a cultural treasure in the time of Classical
Greece and its importance did not diminish with time. The
Renaissance allowed its appearance in Western Europe and
it has remained an important part of European culture and
heritage for nearly three millennia.
The storyline revolves around Odysseus’s struggle to return
home, thwarted as he is at
almost every step by the god
Poseidon, who sought revenge
for the death of his son, the
Cyclops, killed by the Ithacan
king in an earlier adventure.
This
version
has
been
completely reset using the
classic
English
translation
which converted the poetry to
conventional text.
Paperback, 240 pages, 6” x 9”,
$10.95
Hardcover $23.94

The Lays of Ancient Rome
By Lord Thomas Babington Macaulay. Then out spake
brave Horatius, The captain of the gate, “To every man
upon this earth, death cometh soon or late, And how can
man die better, Than facing fearful odds, for the ashes of
his fathers, And the temples of his gods.”
Lord Macaulay’s collection of four lays describe heroic
episodes from Roman history are a literary adventure which
allow the reader to enjoy a high point in European culture
while learning some incredible details of Roman history.
The first two poems describe famous conflicts which led to
the creation of the Republic: the story of Horatio’s defense
of the bridge over the Tiber, and the Battle of Lake Regillus
(where the Etruscan King Tarquinius was defeated).
The third lay tells the story of the Plebeian uprising against
their near-slave conditions, and the fourth tells of the
Pyrrhic and Punic Wars. These
masterpieces of literary writing
were so highly regarded that
they were required reading in
British public schools for more
than a hundred years—until
they were deliberately replaced
by the current “dumbed-down”
curricula found in schools
today. Contains the author’s
introduction and his overview.
Paperback, 122 pages,
6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover, $23.31

The Vicar of Wakefield and
Other Works
By Oliver Goldsmith. A perfect
reproduction of the famous
Cassell’s Illustrated Edition,
this completely reset and handedited book contains ten works
from the pen of one of Ireland’s
most successful novelists.
Starting with his most famous
novel, The Vicar of Wakefield,
the book contains seven of
his most celebrated poems
including The Deserted Village
and ends with the renowned
stage comedies, She Stoops to Conquer and The Goodnatured Man.
Written in the golden era of English literature—the time
of the literary clubs of Samuel Johnson and Joshua
Reynolds, both personal friends of the author—Goldsmith’s
understated humor and insight into human nature won
him accolades during his lifetime and long after—so that
schools, libraries and even a street in London are named
after him.
His greatest stage work, She Stoops to Conquer is possibly
Goldsmith’s most famous work of all, and is still performed
to the present day, a record for endurance only bettered by
Shakespeare.
Paperback, 442 pages, 6” x 9”, $13.95
Hardcover, $25.04

The Pilgrim’s Progress Told
to the Children
By Mary MacGregor. Based
on the original work by
John Bunyan, this masterful
retelling in simplified format
contains all the essential
ingredients of this seventeenth
century Christian allegory.
Regarded as one of the
most significant works of
religious English literature, the
original book was written by
Bunyan while in jail for preaching
without official sanction. The
first part tells the story of Christian, an ordinary man,
whose task it is to journey from his hometown, the “City of
Destruction” to his ultimate destination, the “Celestial City,”
or Heaven—a journey representing the path of life itself.
Along the way, the story uses masterful allegories to
represent various temptations in the world which can cause
the traveler to veer off his path. The second part tells the
story of Christian’s wife, Christiana, and their four sons,
as they journey with assorted others, including the guide,
Greatheart, on their pilgrimage to the Celestial City. The
popularity and influence of this book, first published in
1678, has been such that many of its terms have passed
into popular English vernacular.
Paperback, 62 pages, 6” x 9”, $5.95
Hardcover, $16.97

The Prose Edda
By Snorri Sturluson. Translated by Rasmus B. Anderson
LLD. The Younger Edda, also known as Snorre’s Edda, or
the Prose Edda, is a collection of Old Norse poems preserved
by Snorri Sturluson (1179–1241). The Prose Edda forms
the basis of what the world knows as Norse mythology, and
contains legends of the creation of the cosmos and the bestknown stories of Odin, Thor, and the other gods. The Prose
Edda was originally referred to as simply the Edda, but was
later called the Prose Edda to distinguish it from the Poetic
Edda, a collection of anonymous poetry from earlier
traditional sources compiled around the same time. This
version contains an English version of the Foreword; the
Fooling of Gylfe, the Afterword; Brage’s talk, the Afterword
to Brage’s Talk, and the Important Passages in the Poetical
Diction (Skáldskaparmál). It also includes an introduction,
a full set of explanatory notes,
a vocabulary list, and an index.
The Fooling of Gylfe tells of
the creation and destruction
of the Nordic gods’ world. The
Skáldskaparmál consists of
a dialogue between Ægir, a
god associated with the sea,
and Bragi, a skaldic god, in
which Nordic mythology and
poetry are intertwined.
Paperback, 270 pages, 6” x 9”,
$9.95
Hardcover, $22.12

The Chaucer Story Book
By Eva March Tappan. A masterful retelling—in modern
English—of a selection of The Canterbury Tales, one of the
English language’s most popular and long-lasting literary
works. Written at the end of the fourteenth century in Middle
English and published as the “Tales of Caunterbury,”
Geoffrey Chaucer’s work has been credited with popularizing
the literary use of vernacular English, rather than French or
Latin. This vernacular was, however, Middle English, and
still moderately difficult for the modern English reader. This
version takes the most popular tales from The Canterbury
Tales, and retells them in a style and language designed
to make them accessible to the modern reader. The tales,
converted from their original prose, are presented as part of
a story-telling contest by a group of pilgrims as they travel
together on a journey from Southwark in London to the
shrine of St. Thomas à Becket
at
Canterbury
Cathedral.
“Humor, pathos, characterdrawing, mischievous satire,
and love of nature . . . all these
qualities are found abundantly
in the poetry of Chaucer. . .”—
from the author’s preface.
This new edition has been
completely reset and contains
all the original illustrations.
Paperback, 338 pages, 6” x 9”,
$10.95
Hardcover, $18.79

The American
By Henry James. Originally
published as a series in The
Atlantic Monthly, this classic
novel comes from the pen of
Henry James, certainly one of
the greatest Anglo-American
writers of the late nineteenth
century. It tells the sometimes
comedic, sometimes dark
story of a wealthy American,
Christopher Newman, on his
first extended tour of Europe.
Newman meets, falls in love
with, and courts a woman from
a Parisian aristocratic family. Although in desperate financial
straits, they strenuously resist his attempts to woo their
daughter because of his perceived low social status. In his
struggle with the snobbish aristocrats, Newman discovers a
guilty secret in their past, and is faced with his own moral
dilemma: Should he reveal their secret, bring about their
downfall, and succeed in winning his bride?
James addressed a number of real societal issues in this
novel. These include the clash between the youthful wealth
and lack of class consciousness of the New World, versus
the class-stratified moribund Old World, and the struggle
within a person’s moral compass which juxtaposes the
“right” thing versus personal gain.
Paperback, 338 pages, 6” x 9”, $10.95
Hardcover $22.91

Stories from the Odyssey
Told to the Children
By Jeanie Lang. A masterful
retelling of The Odyssey,
written especially for younger
readers. This book provides
a perfect introduction to the
storyline contained in the
famous classic work, starting
from the end of the Trojan War
when the hero Odysseus sets
off for home after having spent
ten years at war.
All of the great events and
adventures are recounted in
this easy-to-read version—the land of the Lotus Eaters,
the Cyclôpes, Circe, the Sirens, the Island of Calypso, and
much more.
Along with The Iliad, The Odyssey is among the oldest
existing works of Western literature, with the earliest written
version dating to around the eighth century BC.
It is a vital work for anyone seeking a well-rounded classical
education, and no home-schooling curriculum should be
without this important text.
This version has been completely reset and hand-edited.
It also contains all the original illustrations by W. Heath
Robinson, who gained fame in his own right as one of
Britain’s most gifted artists..
Paperback, 68 pages, 6” x 9”, $5.95
Hardcover $16.95

The Air Trust
By George Allan England. A gripping work of dystopian
science fiction from early twentieth century American
Socialism which explores the logical consequence of
unfettered Capitalism taking control of all the earth’s natural
resources and turning them to elitist profit.
In this story, a private corporation under the control of
a billionaire named Isaac Flint finds a way to extract the
oxygen and nitrogen from the atmosphere, so it can sell
the right to breathe back to those who are able to afford
it. Those working-class people who cannot afford to buy
air…..
This drama-filled novel then tells of the working-class
resistance to this outrage, and ends explosively—literally—
in line with the author’s genuinely-felt revolutionary Socialist
ideals. Along the way, the author lands many home truths
which are still valid in the
present day.
For example, the plot includes
a merging of Mexico, the US
and Canada in the interests of
an “increased market”—which
results in the flooding of the US
by Mexicans who drive down
wages and make it impossible
for working-class Americans to
earn a living wage…
Paperback, 236 pages, 6” x 9”,
$9.95
Hardcover $20.66

Stories from the Iliad: or the siege of Troy Told to
the Children
By Jeanie Lang. A masterful retelling of the story of the
siege of Troy, as contained in The Iliad.
Written especially for younger readers, this book provides a
perfect introduction to the storyline contained in the classic
work, starting from the events which led to the ten-year
siege of Troy by a coalition of Greek states, and ending with
the death of Hector after the climactic final battle which
featured the hero warrior Achilles.
The reader will meet the famous characters Paris, Helen,
Hector, Ajax, and many others, all of whom have passed
into the realms of European folklore, even though the
events of The Iliad occurred over 2,500 years ago.
Along with The Odyssey, The Iliad is among the oldest
existing works of Western literature, with the earliest written
version dating to around
the eighth century BC. It is a vital
work for anyone seeking a wellrounded classical education,
and
no
home-schooling
curriculum should be without
this important text. This version
has been completely reset and
hand-edited and contains the
original illustrations by W.
Heath Robinson.
Paperback, 70 pages, 6” x 9”,
$5.95
Hardcover, $17.57

Stories from the Greek
Tragedians
By Alfred J. Church. A masterful
retelling of thirteen of the bestknown classical Greek tragedies
from the genre’s most famous
authors, Euripides, Aeschylus,
and Sophocles. From the
inspiring love story of Alcestis to
the fiery vengeance of Medea,
from the trials of Hercules to
the death of Agamemnon, the
vengeance of Electra to the
Battle of Salamis, this book
provides all the content and
flavor of the original works in an accessible format for the
contemporary reader. Greek tragedy reached its height
in fifth century Athens, drawn upon myths from the oral
traditions of archaic epics. Aeschylus (c. 525–456 BC)
established the basic rules of tragic drama and is credited
with inventing the trilogy, a series of three tragedies that tell
one long story. Sophocles (c. 497–406 BC) was the first to
introduce large numbers of actors onto the stage and he
created the series-of-scenes format which the present-day
theater still uses. Euripides (c. 480–406 BC) introduced the
plot formats which have shaped theater to the present-day,
particularly in the presentation of heroes as ordinary people
in extraordinary circumstances.
Paperback, 148 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.95
Hardcover, $18.94

Stories of Dante Told for
the Children
By Mary MacGregor. Dante’s
Divine Comedy, written in
the fourteenth century, is
certainly one of the greatest
epic poems ever written in
Italian, and it certainly ranks
among the world’s greatest
literary undertakings. This
version, designed to introduce
the Divine Comedy to younger
readers (but older ones will find
it equally readable) tells the
story of each of the canticas, or
main parts of the Divine Comedy: the Inferno, Purgatory
and Paradise.
The Inferno, possibly the most famous canitca, tells of
Dante’s journey to the Underworld, accompanied by the
poet Virgil. There they see how each class of sinner is
punished according to the extent of their misdeeds.
Purgatory tells of Dante and Virgil’s ascent of the Mountain
of Purgatory. Paradise tells how Beatrice guides Dante into
the celestial spheres of Heaven, and finishes with Dante
coming before God in person.
This marvellous retelling of the Divine Comedy has been
completely reset and benefits from a brand new glossary
to help guide the modern reader through this classic work.
Paperback, 82 pages, 6” x 9”, $6.95
Hardcover, $17.53

Stories from the Greek Comedians
By Alfred J. Church. The comedy of Classical Greece set
the standard by which all of European—and ultimately
world—comedic theater is judged. Here in this volume,
the very best of Greek comedic works by the most famous
authors is presented in easy-to-read English.
While these works will grant the reader an insight into
just how advanced Classical Grecian culture was, they
also reveal otherwise hidden aspects of Greek society and
provide details on the workings of political institutions, legal
systems, religious practices, education, and warfare in the
Hellenic world.
Greek comedy was divided into three specific eras: Old
Comedy, Middle Comedy, and New Comedy. All three
represent specific periods of history. Old Comedy was
the first and oldest genre, Middle Comedy that of the
time period leading up to
the collapse of Classical
Greece and the emergence of
Macedonian dominance, while
New Comedy lasted until the
end of the Alexandrian Empire.
Sadly only fragments of Middle
Comedy survived. This work
contains plays by Aristophanes,
Philemon, Diphilus, Menander,
and Apollodorus.
Paperback, 242 pages, 6” x 9”,
$9.95
Hardcover, $20.97

Chaucer for Children: A Golden Key
By Mrs. H. R. Haweis. Illustrated with pictures and woodcuts
by the author. A beautifully laid out—and perfectly accurate
to the original—copy of one of the most famous books
on how to teach Chaucer to children ever issued. Despite
its name, this work is directed at explaining and teaching
Chaucer—and is equally presentable to both youngsters
and adults. This book, and its author, Mary Eliza Haweis
(who wrote using her married name), are widely credited
with reviving Chaucer’s poetry in the modern world. These
stories from The Canterbury Tales, along with some of
Chaucer’s shorter poems, were the first to be presented in
their original Middle English format alongside contemporary
English. In addition, the translations are supplemented
by copious footnotes providing many fascinating details
and background information, setting the scene, tone,
and history of each of
these marvelous tales. In
addition to the extensive
translations and retellings,
the author also provided all
of the illustrations: her preRaphaelite style drawings
transforming an already
classic piece of English
literature into a work of art.
Completely restored.
Paperback, 116 pages,
8.5” x 11”, $7.95
Hardcover $17.26

Max und Moritz: A Boys’
Tale in Seven Tricks
By Wilhelm Busch. FULL
COLOR
EDITION.
The
adventures of Max and Moritz
in English. First published in
1865, this classic book has
entertained adults and children
alike for over 150 years. It tells
the story of two mischievous
boys who carry out a series of
pranks on the long-suffering
inhabitants of their town–and
of how they meet their end. A
delightful classic tale which has endless appeal. Heinrich
Christian Wilhelm Busch (1832–1908) was a German
humorist, poet, illustrator and painter. He published comic
illustrated cautionary tales from 1859, achieving his most
notable works in the 1870s. Busch drew on contemporary
parochial and city life, satirizing almost everybody in his
comic writing.
Paperback, 50 pages, 7” x 10”, $10.95
Max und Moritz: eine
Bubengeschichte in sieben
Streichen (Deutsch)
Von Wilhelm Busch. Vollfarbausgabe. Die Abenteuer von
Max und Moritz. Zuerst im Jahre
1865 veröffentlicht wurde, das
klassische Buch hat Kinder
und Erwachsene seit über 150
Jahren unterhalten. Diese Edition ist in Farbe.
Es erzählt die Geschichte von
zwei boshaften Jungen, die
durchführen, eine Reihe von Streiche auf den leidgeprüften
Bewohner ihre Stadt – und davon, wie sie ihr Ende zu erfüllen. Eine reizvolle klassische Geschichte, die endlosen Anziehungskraft hat .
Heinrich Christian Wilhelm Busch (1832–1908) war einer
der einflussreichsten humoristischen Dichter und Zeichner
Deutschlands. Zu seinem Todeszeitpunkt galt er als ein
„Klassiker des deutschen Humors“, der mit seinen satirischen Bildergeschichten eine große Volkstümlichkeit erreichte.
Paperback, 50 pages, 7” x 10”, $10.95
Max und Moritz: A Boys’ Tale
in Seven Tricks (English and
German language edition)
By Wilhelm Busch. FULL
COLOR
EDITION.
The
adventures of Max and Moritz
in English and German. Die
Abenteuer von Max und Moritz
in Deutsch und Englisch.
This edition has been specially
prepared to contain both
English and German texts.
Paperback, 50 pages,
8.5” x 11”, $13.95

Der Struwwelpeter: Merry
Stories and Funny Pictures
FULL
COLOR,
ENGLISH
TRANSLATION. By Heinrich
Hoffmann. First published in
1845, Der Struwwelpeter is
without question one of the
most popular children’s books
ever written. Each of its ten illustrated rhymes contain clear
moral lessons—and shows, in
an exaggerated way, the consequences of bad behavior.
Read about the boy who would
not brush his hair or cut his nails—Shockhead Peter.
Read about the boy who would not stop sucking his thumbs.
Read about the boy who would not eat.
Read about the boy who would not look where he was
going. . . And many more!
A great classic which children of all ages will enjoy time and
time again.
This edition contains all original 25 color images, and the
special bonus image created for the books 100th edition in
1876.
Heinrich Hoffmann (1809–1894) was a German psychiatrist,
physician, poet and illustrator. He is also remembered for his
work on the administration of the Städelsches Kunstinstitut
(Städel Institute of Art) and the Mozart Foundation.
Paperback, 26 pages, 7” x 10”, Full Color, $8.95
Der Struwwelpeter: Lustige Geschichten und
Drollige Bilder
VOLLFARBE. Zuerst im Jahre 1845 veröffentlicht,
Struwwelpeter ist ohne Frage eine der beliebtesten KinderBücher, die je geschrieben.
Jedes der zehn dargestellten Reime klare moralische
Lektionen enthalten — und zeigt in einer übertriebenen
Weise, die Folgen von schlechtem Verhalten.
Lesen Sie mehr über den Jungen, der seine Haare nicht
bürsten oder die Nägel schneiden würde—Struwwelpeter.
Lesen Sie mehr über den Jungen, der nicht aufhören würde,
saugt seine Daumen.
Lesen Sie mehr über den Jungen, der nicht essen würde.
Lesen Sie mehr über den Jungen, der nicht aussehen
würde, wohin er ging. . .
Und viele mehr!
Ein großer Klassiker, die Kinder aller Altersstufen wird
immer und immer wieder zu genießen.
Diese Ausgabe enthält alle ursprünglichen 25 Farbbilder,
und die besonderen Bonus für
100. Ausgabe des Buches im
Jahre 1876 erstellt.
Heinrich Hoffmann (18091894) war ein deutscher
Psychiater, Arzt, Dichter und
Illustrator. Er ist auch für seine
Arbeit an der Verwaltung des
Städelschen Kunstinstituts und
der Mozart-Stiftung erinnert.
Paperback, 26 pages, 7” x 10”,
Full Color, $8.95

The Story of Little Black
Sambo
By Helen Bannerman. ORIGINAL FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS THROUGHOUT.
The Story of Little Black Sambo is a children’s book written
and illustrated by Helen Bannerman, and first published in
1899.
It tells the story of a South Indian boy, a member of the Dhalit
caste, who is given grand new
clothes, only to have them stolen by wicked tigers.
What becomes of the tigers, and how Little Black Sambo
gets his clothes back, has made this a perennially children’s
favorite for over a century.
Often abused by the ignorant or those who know nothing of
its contents, the book in fact is highly sympathetic towards
its main character.
This version contains all the original text and illustrations.
About the author: Helen Bannerman (1862–1946) was a
Scottish author of children’s books. She lived much of her
life in India, where her husband William Bannerman was an
officer in the Indian Medical Service, including 32 years in
Madras. this gave her the inspiration for the setting of Little
Black Sambo.
Paperback, Full Color, 4.52 x 6”, $11.95

Category: NORTH AMERICA
Hero Tales from American
History
By Theodore Roosevelt and
Henry Cabot Lodge. A selection
of tales of American military
feats and their central characters, starting with George
Washington and ending with
Abraham Lincoln, jointly authored by two of the US’s most
famous politicians of the early
twentieth century.
Read here of the exploits of
Daniel Boone and the founding
of Kentucky, of George Rogers Clark and the Northwest expeditions, the Revolutionary
era battles of Trenton, Bennington, King’s Mountain, and
Stony Point. The nonstop action then moves on to the early
American navy’s exploits against the British, and against the
white-slaver Barbary Pirates in Tripoli, North Africa, before
moving back to North America to deal with the War of 1812
against Britain and the Battle of New Orleans.
From there, the story of the winning of Texas forms a
backdrop for the dramatic events of the Civil War, to which
the rest of the book is devoted.
Completely reset and illustrated throughout.
Paperback, 176 pages, 6” x 9”, $8.95

The Fort Dearborn Massacre
and the Birth of Chicago
By James Alton James, Nelly
Kinzie Gordon, and Linai T.
Helm. The present-day Midwest
American city of Chicago was,
at the time of its founding in
the early 1800s, on the extreme
western frontier of the then
expanding United States of
America. As such, it was on
the frontline of the great race
war between Europeans and
American Indians—and as this
book powerfully demonstrates,
became symbolic of that bloody and brutal conflict.
The first major construction in the city was the large timberframed Fort Dearborn—and it was just outside this fort
in 1812 that dozens of men, women, and children were
massacred by Indian attackers. The original fort was razed,
and all the whites driven out, only to return later in even
larger numbers and re-establish the settlement which
became America’s second largest city. Also includes an
eyewitness account from a soldier survivor.
A riveting account of the bravery of the people who won the
West.
Paperback, 122 pages, 6” x 9”, $9.95
Hardcover $22.17

A Brief History of the Warr with the Indians in New
England
By Increase Mather. This is a contemporary account of one
of the first major conflicts (known as “King Philip’s War”)
between the early European colonists and the Indians in
New England.
Named after the Indian leader (who appropriated the
European-sounding name Philip), the brutal struggle ended
in the total defeat of the Amerinds and their near extinction
in the colony. Mather, writing from a devoutly Puritan
perspective, argued that the Indian Wars were a “scourge”
sent by God to punish the colonists.
This gripping account provides not only an insight into the
defensive war which the United Colonies (Massachusetts,
Plymouth, and Connecticut) waged against a treacherous
enemy who attacked and murdered their settlements
without provocation but also
of the religious fanaticism
which drove the early European
pioneers in North America.
Increase Mather (1639–1723)
was a major figure in the early
history of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony and Province of
Massachusetts
Bay,
most
notoriously involved in the
Salem witch trials.
Paperback, 96 pages, 6” x 9”,
$6.30
Hardcover $17.49

San Jacinto: The Sixteenth Decisive Battle
By Clarence Wharton. Drawing upon Sir Edward Shepherd
Creasy’s Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World, Texas
historian Clarence Wharton defined the 1836 Battle of
San Jacinto—when Mexican Emperor Santa Anna and his
army were driven out of that huge southern region—as the
sixteenth most decisive battle in world history.
Set against the backdrop of the defense of the Alamo by
William Travis, and the subsequent Mexican massacre of
American prisoners at Goliad, this work tells the story of the
forty fateful days between the retreat from Gonzales and the
epic battle at Lynchburg, now called San Jacinto.
Wharton points out that Creasy’s stipulations for a “decisive
battle” as those in which a contrary result “would have
essentially varied the drama of the world.”
As the author points out, had
“the Mexican Commander
consolidated his forces, the
battle of San Jacinto could
not have been won by the
Patriot Army. Had he won, the
Texas settlements would have
been wiped out and Mexican
supremacy would have been
re-established north and east
of the Rio Grande.”
Completely reset and indexed.
Paperback, 114 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.95
Hardcover $20.05

Tom Quick the Indian
Slayer and the Pioneers of
Minisink and Wawarsink
By James E. Quinlan. One of
the most dramatic tales from
early pioneer America, the story
of Tom Quick and his oneman war against the American
Indians still arouses strong
emotions to this day—especially
amongst the descendants of
his victims, to the point where
his monument was attacked
and taken down as recently as
1997. Born in 1734 of Dutch
ancestry, Tom Quick lived in peace alongside the Indians
for the first part of his life.
The Indians, however, soon realized that increasing white
settlement would ultimately deprive them of their land, and
decided to attempt the extermination of all the Europeans
along the Delaware. The Quick family were some of the
early victims, and Tom witnessed his father being brutally
scalped while still alive.
It was this incident which determined Tom Quick’s future.
He acquired the title of “The Avenger of the Delaware” and
the rest of his life was caught up waging war against the
Indians. Soon his exploits became legendary—amongst
both Indians and whites.
Paperback, 168 pages, 6”x 9”, £9.12
Hardcover $19.67

American History: Volume
I—Aboriginal America
By Jacob Abbott. Part one of an
eight part series on the history of
America from its earliest times
through to the age of George
Washington, told by master
storyteller Jacob Abbott.
Starting with a physical
description of the geography
and natural life of North
America, Abbott moves on
to forthrightly address the
origins, customs, traditions,
and lifestyle of the Indian tribes
living in North America. Abbott also points out the fact that
archaeological excavations conducted in the nineteenth
century had already conclusively proven that the Indians
were not the original inhabitants of the continent, and an
advanced and different people created much of what is
today incorrectly regarded as Indian culture.
“There are descendants from Indians residing in certain
portions of the Southern States that have adopted a settled
mode of life, and have attained to a considerable degree
of refinement and civilization, but in general, even among
these, the degree in which they manifest the capacities of the
Caucasian race corresponds very nearly to the proportion of
Caucasian blood that flows in their veins.”
Paperback, 168 pages, 6”x 9” $8.40
Hardcover $19.98

The Captives of Abb’s Valley: A Legend of Frontier
Life
By James Moore Brown. A true account of the 1786 murders
and abduction of the survivors of the Moore family of
Virginia by Indians. This remarkable book, long suppressed
because of the politically incorrect facts it contains about
early frontier life and the interactions between white settlers
and Indians, provides a dramatic insight into the sufferings
of the early European pioneers in America. Indians regularly
captured whites for use as slaves—although those were
the lucky ones. The less fortunate were tortured and
killed, often for sport. Written with a strong focus on
Presbyterianism, the book’s value lies in its dispassionate
detailing of the everyday life and dangers for families on the
frontier. Clothing, food, livestock, the scarcity of cutlery, the
cruelty of the Indians and the treatment of their captives
are drawn from the firsthand
accounts of people interviewed
by the author, a son of one of
the captives.
“The morning of the 14th of
July, 1786 . . The sun went
down upon Moore’s dead body,
the ashes of his cabin and the
captivity of his wife.”—From
Sketches of Virginia, Historical
and Biographical (1850).
Paperback, 76 pages, 6” x 9”,
$6.38
Hardcover $17.56

American History: Volume II—Discovery of America
By Jacob Abbott. Part two of an eight part series on the
history of America from its earliest times through to the age
of George Washington, told by master storyteller Jacob
Abbott. This volume starts with the epic voyages of the
Vikings to the east coast of North America some 500 years
before Christopher Columbus. The author reveals many
little-known details of this adventure, and the many traces
these intrepid explorers left behind. The book then goes on to
provide a full account of each of the most famous European
explorers who opened up the New World: Christopher
Columbus, Sebastian Cabot, Americus Vespucius, John
Ponce de Leon, Narvaez, Fernando De Soto, James Cartier,
and Henry Hudson. Drawing upon original journals and
accounts of eyewitnesses and sometimes sole survivors,
this volume weaves a gripping story which includes
accounts of the first meeting of
the different races, the first use
of tobacco, and much more.
Read in detail of the astonishing
adventures, the sometimes
friendly and oftentimes bloody
encounters with the Indians,
and the ingenuity and daring
of these early pioneers who
laid the foundations for further
European immigration.
Paperback, 168 pages, 6”x 9”,
$8.49
Hardcover $19.98

American History: Volume
III—The Southern Colonies
By Jacob Abbott. Part three
of an eight part series on
the history of America. This
volume starts with the very first
sixteenth century colonization
attempts in what is today the
southern United States. It
provides fascinating details of
the early French settlers, who
predated even the Spanish—
and of how the religious strife in
Europe between Catholic and
Protestant, from which they
had fled, followed them to the New World. The book then
moves on to describe the Spanish settlement of Florida,
and then the intervention of the English settlers. Drawing
upon original sources, manuscripts and diaries, Abbott
weaves a gripping tale of the failure of the first English
colonial attempts, including the famous “lost colony” of
Roanoke, the second colony, the birth of the first European
child on American shores, and of the incredible deprivations
suffered by these early pioneers. Next, Abbot describes the
amazing adventures of John Smith and the settlement of
Virginia and the anti-slavery colony of Georgia. This is the
true story of pre-Pilgrim America.
Paperback, 166 pages, 6” x 9”, $8.50
Hardcover $18.95

American History: Volume
V—Wars of the Colonies
By Jacob Abbott. Part five of
an eight part series on the
history of America. Starting
with a brief recapitulation of the
establishment of the thirteen
colonies along the Atlantic
seaboard of North America,
this volume then details the
interactions—in
war
and
peace—of the early European
settlers with the Indians and
with each other. The major
early Indian wars—with the
Pequot and King Philip—are discussed in little-known
but fascinating detail. Included are many action-packed
anecdotes of life on the frontier, the hardships of pioneer
life—and duplicity and strife between Indian and European.
Read also of the clashes between the English and the
French in Canada and in the interior, and the effect of the
War of the Spanish Succession in North America.
After many bloodcurdling clashes involving Indians,
Europeans, and varying alliances on both sides of the racial
divide, the build-up to, and the progress of, the French and
Indian War is discussed. The British conquest of Canada
from the French is then dealt with, and finally the war with
the famous Indian chief Pontiac is reviewed.
Paperback, 175 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.52
Hardcover $19.68

American History: Volume IV—The Northern Colonies
By Jacob Abbott. Part four of an eight part series on the
history of America from its earliest times through to the age
of George Washington, told by master storyteller Jacob
Abbott. This volume starts with the 1602 expedition by
Bartholomew Gosnold which created the first settlement in
what became Massachusetts.
Facing immense difficulties, the project struggled for many
years before the advent of the religious refugees known as
the Puritans, who settled in the Massachusetts Bay Colony
and other areas. The importance of this migration is dwelt
on at length by Abbott, who provides many hidden but
fascinating details of the trials and tribulations of this highly
celebrated group of settlers.
The voyage of the Mayflower, the early interactions with the
Indians, and the prospering of the colony are recounted
in vivid detail. Next the book
moves on to discuss the Dutch
founding of the settlement
of New Amsterdam—and of
its seizure by the English and
renaming into New York. It then
concludes by recounting the
expansion of settlements along
the Connecticut River, and the
founding of the first colonies in
New Haven and Rhode Island.
Paperback, 171 pages, 6” x 9”,
$9.11
Hardcover, $18.95

American History: Volume VI—Revolt of the Colonies
By Jacob Abbott. Part six of an eight part series on the
history of America. This volume provides a fascinating and
detailed account of all the events that led up to the opening
military engagements of what became the American
Revolution. Starting with a discussion of how the concept
of government, independence, and liberty took root in the
thirteen colonies because of their unique social makeup,
the author moves on to contrast this with the commercial
and economic demands of England. The introduction of
the Stamp Act and its effect upon the colonies is treated
with objectivity and the author fairly reviews both sides
of the argument—and discusses many of the excesses
committed by individuals on both sides. As events sped up,
the clock was set in motion for a military clash. The exploits
of, among others, John Hancock, Samuel Adams, James
Otis, and the other major
players are revealed in gripping
detail, along with the heavyhanded Boston Massacre, the
burning of HMS Gaspee, the
Boston Tea Party, and the
Battle of Lexington—when the
British finally realized that they
were no longer dealing with
unhappy colonists, but a fullfledged rebellion.
Paperback, 173 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.62
Hardcover $18.78

American History: Volume
VII—War of the Revolution
By Jacob Abbott. Part seven
of an eight part series on the
history of America. Abbott
recounts in gripping style not
merely the main facts of the
American Revolution, but also
fascinating personal details,
and little-known twists and
turns of this tumultuous,
world history-changing event.
Read in detail the course of
events, starting with the First
Continental Congress, the
opening shots at the battles of Lexington and Concord, the
early British successes, the imported Hessian mercenaries,
the daring bravado of General George Washington, and
the great battles of the war, ending with the surrender of
Cornwallis and the treaty of peace.
“The people had indeed great occasion to rejoice, for the
means and resources of the government for carrying on
the war, and even for keeping their armies in the field, were
almost entirely gone, and the soldiers in all the camps were
reduced nearly to the last stages of destitution and suffering.
Still, if the end had not been thus received, the country
would have aroused itself to new efforts and continued the
struggle.”
Paperback, 173 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.53
Hardcover $18.77
American History: Volume VIII—Washington
By Jacob Abbott. Part eight of an eight part series on the
history of America. Abbott tells the story of the life of George
Washington, the military leader of the American Revolution,
and the first president of the nation he led to victory against
the British Empire. This is no dry autobiography—it is an
action-packed insider view of the American Revolution, and
the creation of the United States. It tells of Washington’s early
life, his family background, his early military career, and his
first retirement and farming activities at Mount Vernon. This
period also includes many little-known personal details,
drawn together using Abbott’s famous original research
methodology. Washington’s recall to public service by the
Continental Congress to lead the revolution, his victory,
election as first president, policies, and the creation of the
branches of government, are then recounted, providing
once more many fascinating
details and revelations on how
the great issues of the day were
addressed—which still have
ramifications to the present
day.
“Washington was called upon
to give effect to the will of
this community, and for this
purpose vast powers were put
into his hands.”
Paperback, 175 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.53
Hardcover $18.77

Category: LATIN AMERICA
The
Revenge
of
Quetzalcoatl:
Hernando
Cortés and the Invasion of
Mexico
By Frederick A. Ober. Aztec
legends warned of the fearsome
return of a white, bearded
god from across the seas who
would destroy their civilization.
This prediction came true with
the arrival on American shores
of Hernando Cortés. Leading
a small band of ruthless,
determined Spaniards, Cortés
and hundreds of thousands of
Indian allies marched into the Aztec capital city Tenochtitlan,
and, after incredible adventures, finally laid waste to that
metropolis and rebuilt it into modern-day Mexico City.
This is the full, incredible-but-true story of how a few hundred
Europeans overturned history. Important revelations in
this book include that despite propaganda about “guns
and steel,” the Spaniards would not have succeeded in
overthrowing the Aztec Empire had the surrounding Indian
tribes, long victims of their cruel neighbors, not provided
hundreds of thousands of warriors in the final sacking of
Tenochtitlan.
Paperback, 148 pages, 6” x 9”, $8.95
Hardcover $25.79

History of Hernando Cortez
By John S. C. Abbott. A masterful
retelling of the incredible story
of the conquest of the Aztec
Empire by a handful of Spaniard
Conquistadors, assisted by
their far more numerous Indian
allies, under the leadership of
Hernando Cortez. Starting with
Cortez’s family background,
master storyteller John Abbott
sketches the path of the young
adventurer—sparing no details
of the less pleasant aspects of
his personality. Allying himself
with the local Indian tribes who had suffered under the
murderous and cannibalistic Aztecs. . .
What makes the telling of this story more valuable than
most is the author’s ability to continually posit the actions
of Spaniards, Aztecs and local Indian tribes into the moral
and practical conditions of the time—which, as the writer
points out, are quite different to those of today.
His triumphant return to Spain, his falling out with the
queen of that nation, his return to the New World, and his
death are all covered in this highly readable and satisfying
biography.
Paperback, 171 pages, 6” x 9”, $7.54
Hardcover $18.95

Conquistador: Francisco Pizarro and the Conquest
of the Inca Empire
By Frederick A. Ober. The gripping, shocking and almost
unbelievable story of how a few hundred Spaniards subdued
the millions of the Inca Empire. Under the leadership of
Francisco Pizarro, Spanish soldiers numbering between as
few as 80 and never more than 500, overcame vast Inca
armies numbering in the hundreds of thousands through
a combination of superior technology, better tactics
and the less appealing methods of murder and outright
deceit. This work details Pizarro’s first two failed attempts
to invade the Inca Empire; the daring capture of the Incan
emperor Atahulpa at the Battle of Cajamarca; the “ransom
of gold”; Atahualpa’s brutal execution, and the seizure
and subsequent dramatic battles around the of the Incan
capital city of Cuzco. Pizarro and his fellow conquistador
Diego Almagro fell out with
one another, sparking off a war
between two Spanish factions
which ended in the defeat and
execution of Almagro in 1541.
The same year, Pizarro met his
own violent end at the hands of
Almargo’s embittered son, and
was laid to rest in the Cathedral
of Lima, a city which Pizarro
founded.
Paperback, 144 pages, 6” x 9”,
$7.95
Hardcover $25.27

A Diplomat’s Wife in Mexico
By Edith O’Shaughnessy. Originally written in the form of
a series of letters to her mother, this book turned into one
of the most insightful accounts of the political upheavals in
Mexico prior to 1914. Stationed along with her husband—
America’s chargé d’affaires in Mexico—O’Shaughnessy
used her keen eye and sharp wit to record a dramatic period
of the Mexican Revolution, from October 8th, 1913 through
to the breaking off of diplomatic relations on April 23rd,
1914. She shows how democracy was totally unsuited to
the nature of Mexico, and of how continuous American
meddling in the affairs of that nation—and other parts of Latin
America—have never served any purpose except to incite
hatred against Americans. The author’s account of these
events earned her fame and praise in diplomatic historical
circles, and her all-too-accurate observations on race,
civilization, and Mexico have
been proven correct countless
times over since this book was
first published. “Everybody
is expecting disorders on
Election Day. There is very little
difference between lawmakers
and lawbreakers in Mexico. We
foreign devils can scarcely keep
our faces straight when we hear
the word ‘elections.’”
Paperback, 301 pages, 6” x 9”,
$9.57
Hardcover $21.53

